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Cold flow tests of a four nozzle eductor system were
conducted to evaluate the effects of certain geometric
parameters on eductor performance. Eductor performance
was related to non-dimensional parameters governing the
flow phenomenon developed from a one-dimensional analysis
of a simple eductor system based on conservation of
momentum for an incompressible gas. An experimental
correlation of these parameters was developed and used to
determine the effects of several geometric parameters on
eductor performance. The geometries tested consisted of:
two mixing stack lengths , 2 and 3 mixing stack diameters
long; varying the distance between the primary nozzle exit
plane and the entrance to the mixing stack; and addition
of a conical transition to the entrance of the constant
cross section part of the mixing stack. Within the range
of variables tested, the longer mixing stack with a distance
between the primary nozzle exit plane and the entrance to
the mixing stack of about 0.5 mixing stack diameters
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Multiple nozzle eductor systems are receiving increased
interest for various marine and aviation applications. The
subject of this investigation is the application of multi-
ple nozzle eductor systems for cooling the exhaust gas
from gas turbine powered ships. This research is an
extension of the work reported by Lt. Charles R. Ellin [1]
Whereas Ellin's work dealt with specific existing and
proposed shipboard systems, this investigation is con-
cerned with the effects of certain geometric parameters on
the overall performance of multiple nozzle eductor systems
in general.
For the purpose of this investigation the exhaust gas
eductor system illustrated schematically in Figure 1, is
defined as the portion of the uptake which discharges the
exhaust gas (called the primary flow) through four nozzles
(primary flow nozzles) into a mixing stack of constant
cross sectional area. The purpose of the eductor system
is to induce cooler ambient air (secondary air) into the
mixing stack to mix with and cool the primary gas flow
before it leaves the end of the mixing stack.
Numbers in brackets correspond to the reference numbers
in the list of references.
15

The geometric parameters varied in this investigation
were: the length of the mixing stack; the distance between
the primary flow nozzle exit and the mixing stack or
conical transition entrance; and the addition of an entrance
transition to the mixing stack. The number and size of the
primary flow nozzles was held constant throughout these
tests. Ellin established the effects of changing the
mixing stack area to primary air flow area ratio and changing
the number of primary nozzles on the performance of multiple
nozzle eductor systems.
The total performance of an eductor system involves the
degree of mixing as well as the amount of secondary air
inducted into the system. The experimental technique to
determine the ambient air flow rate is first to establish
the pumping characteristics of the eductor system. The
use of any restrictive type measuring devices for determining
the secondary flow rate was avoided because the eductor is
very sensitive to secondary air flow restrictions. The
secondary air flow was regulated by means external to the
eductor so as not to disrupt the flow patterns. The pumping
characteristic curve thus obtained was then extrapolated
to determine its operating pumping coefficients.
A one-dimensional flow analysis of a single nozzle
eductor system, as a unit, facilitates determination of the
non-dimensional parameters which govern the flow phenomenon.
An experimental correlation of these non-dimensional
parameters is then developed and used in evaluating eductor
16

performance and demonstrating geometric parameter variation
effects on performance.
The degree of mixing is evident in several ways. First,
it is indicated by the degree of momentum transfer from
the high velocity exhaust gas to the lower velocity induced
ambient air and in the degree of energy transfer from the
high temperature exhaust gas to the lower temperature
induced ambient air. In this highly turbulent mixing
process, the mechanisms for momentum transfer and energy
transfer are similar. Considerable insight into the degree
of cooling can therefore be gained from the knowledge of
the degree of momentum mixing. A momentum correction factor
can be calculated based on the velocity profiles at the
mixing stack exit and was used as one measure of the degree
of mixing. A second measure of the degree of mixing is the
ratio of the peak to average velocities, which by the





Little literature is available on multiple nozzle
eductor systems. Ellin [1] provides some research of
practical importance on multiple nozzle eductor systems for
use on gas turbine powered ships. He conducted cold flow
model tests of multiple nozzle exhaust gas eductor systems
with constant area mixing stacks to evaluate the effects of
several geometric configurations on eductor performance.
A one dimensional analysis from Pucci [2] of a simple educ-
tor system based on conservation of momentum for an incom-
pressible gas was used in determining the non-dimensional
parameters governing the flow phenomenon. Eductor perfor-
mance was defined in terms of these parameters. Three basic
eductor configurations were tested by Ellin [1] with mixing
stack length to diameter ratios, L/D, between 2.3 and 2.8,
mixing stack to primary nozzle area ratios, A /A , ranging
from 2.28 to 3.03, primary nozzle exit Mach numbers from
0.07 to 0.265, and primary nozzle combinations of three,
four, and five nozzles each. Within the range of variables
considered the mixing stack area to primary nozzle area
ratio and the resistance to secondary air flow into the
eductor had the most influence on eductor performance.
A Society of Automotive Engineers report [3] identifies
basic eductor equations through the analysis of an eductor
system used to cool an engine nacelle. The approach taken
18

was to treat the eductor system as a unit, concentrating
on the overall flow phenomenon rather than the details of
the mixing process within the mixing tube. R.S. Darling
[4] combined a computer solution of the equations developed
in reference [3] with experimental data to demonstrate the
feasibility of using a single nozzle eductor system on
naval ship stacks to cool gas turbine exhaust gases. The
geometries considered were confined to mixing stack L/D <_ 1 . 6 ,
mixing stack area to primary nozzle area ratios from 1.53
to 2.34 and uptake area to primary nozzle area ratios from
1.0 to 1.5. Darling's study demonstrates that an increase
in mixing stack area to primary nozzle area ratio results
in an increased secondary flow rate, a trend that is verified
by Ellin [1] . It also indicates that a single nozzle eductor
system, for the range of area ratios tested and at a primary
flow rate equivalent to that used here, produces little or
no secondary flow at secondary air pressures equal to or
less than atmospheric. For an eductor system utilized
aboard ship to cool gas turbine exhaust gases, such secondary
air pressures are encountered. R.S. Darling also tested
two multiple-eductor systems, not to be confused with multiple-
nozzle eductor systems, which showed a slight increase in
pumping over a single eductor system but at the expense of
a considerable weight increase.
Pucci [2] improved upon the one-dimensional analysis of
a single nozzle eductor system with a constant area mixing
19

stack by combining a one-dimensional flow analysis with an
experimentally determined momentum correction factor.
He demonstrated that the performance of an eductor is
dependent upon the completeness of mixing of primary and
secondary flows which is a function of mixing stack length,
mixing stack area to primary nozzle area ratio and secondary
to primary flow rate ratio.
A review and bibliography on jet pump and ejector tech-
nology was prepared and published by the British Hydro-
dynamics Research Association, Fluid Engineering Division
[5]. It is based on the association's own records of published
literature in this area, records which have been maintained
over a period of some 30 years, supplemented by the outcome
of some additional literature searching. The short review
section describes many of the variety of uses for jet pumps
and ejectors. The review section is followed by a bibliography
of some 400 references arranged chronologically with abstracts.
The bibliography is in turn followed by subject and author
indexes. The following references, [6] through [14], were
found from this bibliography.
Vyas and Kar [6] of the Indian Institute of Technology,
India, experimented with a single nozzle configuration with
no entrance transition to the mixing stack. Their results
showed the pumping, as defined by the secondary to primary
air flow ratio, is independent of primary flow Reynolds
4
number for Reynolds numbers greater than 2 x 10 . The
Reynolds number, Vd/v, was based on the velocity and diameter
20

of the primary flow uptake (where V is the velocity and d
is the diameter and v is the kinematic viscosity) . This
independence of pumping on Reynolds number was found by
other investigators including Ricou and Spalding [7].
Vyas and Kar [6] also found the pumping increased as the
mixing chamber to primary nozzle area ratio increased.
An extension of the investigation reported by Pucci
[2] was conducted by Mitchell [8]. Mitchell empirically
demonstrated a correlation of eductor performance similar
to that used by Ellin [1] . He found that with a nozzle
type entrance region to the mixing stack, an optimum pumping
occured when the primary nozzle exit plane was located at
about one mixing stack diameter upstream from the entrance
to the constant area section of the mixing stack.
Another study of the optimum distance between the
primary flow nozzle and the mixing stack for the single
nozzle case was performed by Putilov [9]. He found, like
Mitchell, that removal of the nozzle from the initial section
of the cylindrical mixing chamber led to an increase in the
pumping performance. However, the latter only increased on
moving the nozzle a certain specific distance, after which
it remained fairly cons tan. On further movement of the
nozzle, the pumping coefficient fell abruptly as the
primary jet expanded past the diameter of the mixing
chamber. Putilov also concluded from experimental work
that the optimum distance of the nozzle from the mixing
21

chamber is a function of the primary nozzle to the mixing
chamber area ratio. Both Mitchell and Putilov's conclusions
were based on experimental findings with geometries and flow
rates similar to the elliptical transition, single nozzle
experimentation of Harrell [10] which will be discussed in
correlation with the results of this investigation.
Fabris and Fejer [11] performed a study that dealt with
the transfer of kinetic energy from an array of primary jets
to a surrounding secondary stream. They explored the basic
features of such flows and examined to what extent the
results of single nozzle research may be applied to multiple
nozzle configurations. They present an analytical technique
for estimating the performance of multiple nozzles and
examined in a special test facility the validity of the
assumptions used in their analysis. Their test configuration
consisted of a hexagonal array of 31 primary nozzles of
1.27 cm (0.5 inch) ID in a 30.48 cm (12 inch) ID mixing
chamber. The analysis made use of an integral momentum
analysis from Abramovich [12]. The conclusions of their
investigation were:
(a) A confined multiple jet with a hexagonal array
behaved not unlike individual coaxial mixing
regions with frictionless walls.
(b) The length of the mixing regions of a multiple
nozzle was significantly shortened compared to the
length of the equivalent coaxial single nozzle.
22

(c) The mixing efficiency of a multiple nozzle
exceeded the efficiency of the equivalent single
nozzle by a significant amount.
Arbel and Manheimer-Timnat [13] calculated the perfor-
mance of multiple nozzle eductors by means of a model using
an equivalent single nozzle device. The flow in the equi-
valent eductor was described by a system of integro-dif ferential
equations, obtained under a set of appropriate assumptions.
They devised a computer program for the solution of the
equations and compared their results for single nozzle
eductors with various experimental results including
Mikhail [14]. Pressure distributions obtained by the use
of their program gave good agreement with the experimental
results of Mikhail. Primary to secondary air flow ratios
deviated from the experimental values by about seven percent
for the case selected. Additional results were presented
to demonstrate the capability of analyzing a multiple nozzle
system by reducing it to an equivalent single nozzle system.
23

III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS
As previously stated, this investigation is almost
an extension of the work by Ellin [1] , differing in that
no specific prototype modeling was done. Similarity between
the basic geometry tested by Ellin [1] was maintained in
order to correlate data with others. The dimensionless
groupings controlling the flow phenomenon used by Ellin
[1] were also used in this investigation along with the
basic means of data analysis and presentation. Dynamic
similarity was maintained by using Mach number similarity
to establish the model's primary flow rate.
A. MODELING TECHNIQUE
Ellin [1] maintained dynamic similarity between the
model and prototype by duplicating the flow while accounting
for the differences in fluid properties arising from the
use of air at or near ambient temperature in place of hot
exhaust gas for the primary flow. For the region of flow
velocities considered, the state of the primary flow through-
out the eductor is turbulent (R z 10 ) . Consequently,
momentum exchange is predominant over shear interaction
and the kinetic and internal energy terms are more influ-
ential on the flow than are viscous forces. Mach number
can be shown to represent the ratio of kinetic energy of
a flow to its internal energy, and is a more significant
parameter than Reynolds number in describing the primary
9 4

flow through the uptake. Similarity of Mach number was
therefore used to model the primary flow.
While not exactly modeling a specific prototype, the
basic dimensions of the model used in this investigation
were kept to a reasonable scale of exhaust gas eductor
systems in use on gas turbine powered ships.
B. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE EDUCTOR
The theoretical analysis of an eductor may be approached
in two ways. One method attempts to analyze the details of
the mixing process of the primary and secondary air streams
which takes place inside the mixing stack and thereby
determines the parameters which describe the flow. This
requires an interpretation of the mixing phenomenon, which,
when applied to multiple nozzle systems, becomes extremely
complex. The method employed here analyzes the overall
performance of the eductor system as a unit. Since details
of the mixing process are not considered in this method,
an analysis of the simple single nozzle eductor system shown
in Figure 2 leads to a determination of the dimensionless
groupings governing the flow. This one-dimensional analysis
follows very closely that of references [1] and [2], the
details of which are included in Appendix A of reference [1]
.
The driving or primary fluid, flowing at a rate W and
at a velocity U , discharges into the throat of the mixing-
tube, inducing a secondary flow rate of W at velocity U .
The primary and secondary flows are mixed and leave the




The one-dimensional flow analysis of the simple eductor
system described depends on the simultaneous solution of
the equation of continuity, momentum equation, energy
balance and the equation of state, compatible with specific
boundary conditions.
The idealizations made for simplifying the analysis are
as follows
:
1. The flow is steady state and incompressible.
2. Adiabatic flow exists throughout the eductor with
isentropic flow of the secondary stream from the
plenum (at section 0) to the throat or entrance of
the mixing-tube (at section 1) and irreversible
adiabatic mixing of the primary and secondary
streams in the mixing-tube (between sections 1
and 2 )
.
3. The static pressure across the flow at the entrance
and exit planes of the mixing-tube (at sections 1
and 2) is uniform.
4. At the mixing-tube entrance (section 1) the primary
flow velocity U and temperature T are uniform
across the primary stream, and the secondary flow
velocity U and temperature T are uniform across
the secondary stream; but U does not equal U ,
p s
and T does not equal T .
P s
5. Incomplete mixing of the primary and secondary streams
in the mixing-tube is accounted for by the use of




which relates the actual momentum rate to the
pseudo-rate based on the bulk-average velocity and
density and by the use of a non-dimensional kinetic
energy correction factor K which relates the actual
kinetic energy rate to the pseudo-rate based on the
bulk-average velocity and density.
6. Both gas flows behave as perfect gases.
7. Flow potential energy of position changes are
negligible.
8. Pressure changes P to P , and P, to P are small3 so si la
relative to the static pressure so that the gas
density is essentially dependent upon temperature
(and atmospheric pressure)
.
9. Wall friction in the mixing-tube is accounted for
with the conventional pipe friction factor term
based on the bulk-average flow velocity U and ther x m
mixing-tube wall area A .3 w
Based on the continuity equation, the conservation of
mass principle for steady state flow yields
W = W + W (1
m p s
where
W p U A
P P P P
W = p U A (la)
s s s s
W = p U A
m m m m

All of the above velocity and density terms, with the
exception of p and U , are defined without ambiguity bymm
virtue of idealizations (3) and (4) above. Combining
equations (1) and (la) , the bulk average velocity at any







The perfect gas equation of state is used to evaluate
m R T (2
m
where T is calculated as the bulk average temperature for
the mixed flow obtained from the energy equation (9) to
follow. The momentum equation stems from Newton's Second
and Third Laws of Motion and is the conventional force








+ P. A, = K11 m
W U
m m




with A, = A_ . Note the introduction of idealizations (3)
and (5) . To account for a possible non-uniform velocity
profile across the primary nozzle exit, the momentum correc-
tion factor K is introduced here. It is defined in a
P
manner similar to that of K and by idealization (4) is
m
equal to unity but is carried through this analysis to

illustrate its effect on the final result. The momentum





K = T7 rT / U. p. dAm W U n 2 2mm u
(4)
where U is evaluated as the bulk-average velocity from
equation (lb) . The actual variable velocity and a weighted
average density at section 2 are used in the integrand.
The wall skin-friction force P- can be related to the
f r










using idealization (9). As a reasonably good approximation
for turbulent flow, the friction factor may be calculated
from the Reynolds number









Applying the conservation of energy principle to the steady


























neglecting potential energy of position changes, idealiza-
tion (7) . Note the introduction of the kinetic energy










It may be demonstrated that for the purpose of evaluating
the mixed mean flow temperature T , the kinetic energy
terms may be neglected to yield
W W
h = r=E h + -£ h (9)
m W p W s
m c m
where T = <b (h ) only with idealization (6).
m m
The energy equation for the isentropic flow of the
secondary air from the plenum (section 0) to the entrance
of the mixing stack (section 1) may be shown to reduce to
Pn - P. U
2





where, in this equation, P
n
and P, both have units of
2lbf/ft . This comes from the steady, adiabatic flow,








with the recognition that T ds = dh - — dP = for the
postulated isentropic conditions. Thus
dP
P
— = - d IT
2 g,
(10a)
But for the small pressure change from the plenum to the
mixing stack entrance (section to 1) , idealization (8)
,
the temperature and density are essentially constant so
that integration of equation (10a) to equation (10) is
readily accomplished.
The foregoing equations may be combined to yield the
vacuum produced by the eductor in the plenum chamber
P - P na g A...r c m
W W 2 r
K +
p A o Ar p
1 p s s
1
A









where it is understood that A and p apply to the primary
flow at the entrance to the mixing stack (section 1) , A
and p apply to the secondary flow at this same section,
and A and p apply to the mixed flow at the exit of the
m Km ^ 2
mixing stack (section 2) . P is atmospheric pressure and
is equal to the pressure at the exit of the mixing stack
P». This equation also incorporates the assumption that
(p ), = (p )_ so that o may be taken as the density of the
s 1 s s
secondary flow in the plenum.
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C. NON-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION OF SIMPLE EDUCTOR ANALYSIS
In order to provide the criteria of similarity of
flows with geometric similarity, the non-dimensional
parameters which govern the flow must be determined. One
means of determining these parameters is by normalizing
equation (11) which leads to the following terms:
P - P ns
p
s




compares the "pumped head"
c
P - P




to the "driving head" -J?
—
2 g^c
of the primary flow.
W








to-primary mass flow rate
an absolute temperature ratio,
secondary-to-primary
.
p* = — a flow density ratio. Note that
since P = P and the fluids
s P T 1
are perfect gases p* = =±- = =*-
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A* = area ratio of secondary flow area to
primary flow area
m
area ratio of primary flow area to
mixing stack cross sectional area
w
m
area ratio of wall friction area to
mixing stack cross sectional area




momentum correction factor for
mixed flow
wall friction factor
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For a given eductor geometry, equation (11a) may be
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Equation (lib) may be expressed as a simple functional
relationship
AP* = F(W*,T*) . (12)
A second means of determining the governing dimension-
less parameters is through a dimensional analysis of the
mixing process within the mixing stack. A presentation of
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this method by Ellin [1] yields the same simple functional
relationship found in equation (12).
Three additional dimensionless quantities were added
to this investigation. To present the mixing stack static
pressure distribution along the length of the mixing stack,
a pressure coefficient similar to AP* called PMS* is defined.
The distance, S, from the primary flow nozzle exit to the
mixing stack or conical transition entrance and the distance,
x, from the throat (i.e., the entrance to the constant
cross section portion of the mixing stack) of the mixing
stack, normalized with respect to the mixing stack diameter,
D, were also defined as non-dimensional quantities. The
three additional quantities are listed below:
PMS
P
sPMS* = =— a pressure coefficient which compares
Ud PMS
-zf-— the "pumped head" —— for the
"c s
secondarv^flow to the "driving
U
head" -J^— of the primary flow,
^c
where PMS = static pressure along
the mixing stack length.
x
D
ratio of the axial distance from the
mixing stack throat to the diameter
of the mixing stack.

=r standoff; the ratio of the axial
distance between the primary nozzle
exit plane and the mixing stack or
conical transition entrance to the
diameter of the mixing stack.
D. CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The ratio of absolute secondary to primary flow tem-
peratures T* is the only parameter which was not controlled
during the test of the eductor system. A means of presenting
the experimental data for a given geometric configuration
in a form which results in a pseudo-independence of the
dimensionless groupings P* and W* upon T* was developed.
From reference [1] a satisfactory correlation of P*, T*
and W* for all temperatures and flow rates is
44
Ap*/T* = $.(W*T* )
The details of the determination of 0.44 as the correlating
exponent are presented in reference [1] . A plot of AP*/T*
44
as a function of W*T* * from the experimental data yields
the eductor 's pumping characteristic curve. Variations in
geometry will change the appearance of the pumping character-
istic curve and facilitate a direct one to one comparison
of pumping ability between various models and prototypes.
44For ease of discussion, W*T* * will henceforth be referred




Primary air is supplied to the nozzle and mixing stack
system being tested by means of a centrifugal compressor
and associated ducting illustrated in Figure 3. The eductor
system being tested is mounted in a secondary air plenum
which facilitates the accurate measurement of the secondary
air flow through the use of ASME long radius flow nozzles
mounted on the secondary air plenum. An orifice in the
inlet duct to the centrifugal compressor permits measurement
2
of primary air flow rates.
A. PRIMARY AIR SYSTEM
The primary air ducting is constructed of 16-gage steel
with 0.635 cm (0.25 inch) thick steel flanges. Assembly of
the ducting sections was accomplished using 0.635 cm (0.25
inch) bolts with air drying silicon rubber seals between the
flanges of adjacent sections. Entrance to the inlet ducting,
shown in Figure 3, is from the exterior of the building
through a 91.44 cm (3.0 ft) square to a 30.48 cm (1.0 ft)
square reducer (Y) each side of which has the curvature of
a quarter ellipse. A transition section (T) then changes the
30.48 cm (1.0 ft) square section to a 35.31 cm (13.90 inch)
2Much of the apparatus used in this research was




diameter circular cross section Qm which runs approximately
9.14 m (30 ft) to the centrifugal compressor inlet. A
standard ASME square edged orifice (T) located 15 diameters
downstream of the entrance reducer and 11 diameters upstream
of the centrifugal compressor inlet, thus ensuring stabili-
zation of the flow at both the orifice and centrifugal com-
pressor inlet. Piezometer rings (¥) are located one diameter
upstream and one-half diameter downstream of the orifice.
The duct section just downstream of the orifice also con-
tains a thermocouple tap (jf) . The formulae used to calculate
the primary and secondary mass flow rates are presented in
Appendix A.
A manually operated double sliding plate variable
orifice (V) was designed to constrict the flow symmetrically
and facilitate fine control of the primary air flow. During
operation the butterfly valve (¥) located at the compressor's
discharge provided adequate regulation of primary air flow
rates, thus eliminating the necessity of the sliding plate
valve for flow regulation.
On the compressor discharge side, immediately downstream
of the butterfly valve, is a round to square transition (lfl
followed by a 90 degree elbow up and a straight section of
duct 02) . All ducting to this point is considered part of
the fixed primary air supply system. A transition section
(13) is fitted to this last square section which reduces
the duct cross section to a circular 29.72 cm (11.7 inch)
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diameter cross section. This circular ducting provides the
primary air inlet to the eductor system being tested. The
transition is located far enough upstream of the model to
ensure that the flow reaching the model is fully developed.
The centrifugal compressor (EM used to induce primary
air to the system is a Spencer Turbo Compressor, catalogue
number 25100-H, rated 6000 cfm at 2.5 psi back pressure.
The compressor is driven by a three phase, 440 volt 100
hp motor. Primary flow is measured by means of a standard
ASME square edge orifice designed to the specifications
given in the ASME power test code [15]. The 17.53 cm
(6.902 inch) diameter orifice was made of type 304 stain-
less steel, 0.635 cm (0.25 inch) thick. The inside diameter
of the duct at the orifice is 35.31 cm (13.90 inch), which
yields a beta (3 = d/D) of 0.497. The orifice diameter was
chosen to give the best performance in regards to pressure
drop and pressure loss across the orifice over the range of
primary air flow rates tested (between the extremes of
.907 kg/sec (2.0 lbm/sec) and 1.814 kg/sec (4.0 lbm/sec) ) .
B. SECONDARY AIR PLENUM
The secondary air plenum, pictured in Figure 4, is
constructed of 1.905 cm (.7 5 inch) plywood and measures
1.22m x 1.22m x 2.44m (4ft x 4ft x 8ft). It serves as an
enclosure that completely surrounds the eductor system but
allows the system's mixing stack to protrude through a
removable plate placed over the plenum's open end. The
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purpose of the secondary air plenum is to serve as a boun-
dary through which secondary air induced by the eductor
system being tested must flow. Long radius ASME flow nozzles
designed in accordance with ASME power test code [15] and
constructed of fiberglass penetrate the secondary air plenum
boundary, thereby providing the sole means for secondary air
to reach the eductor. Appendix D of reference [1] outlines
the design and construction of the secondary air flow nozzles
By measuring the temperature of the secondary air and its
pressure as it flows through the ASME flow nozzles, its
mass flow rate is readily obtained. Flexibility is provided
this secondary air flow measuring system by employment of
three different flow nozzle sizes: Four of 20.32cm (8 inch)
throat diameter, three of 10.16 cm (4 inch) throat diameter,
and three of 5.08 cm (2 inch) throat diameter, various com-
binations of which produce a wide variety of secondary cross
sectional flow areas.
A double screen is installed 1.22 m (4ft) from the open
end of the secondary air plenum between the ASME long radius
nozzles and the primary air exhaust nozzles. The purpose
of the screen is to reduce any swirl effect that could result
when only a small secondary air flow area exists. The
interior of the secondary air plenum is pictured in Figure 5.
Mounted inside the plenum box is the support brackets for
the eductor system mixing stack. Adjustments to the mixing
stack can be made through an access door in the side of the
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plenum, and the removable end plate makes it possible to
change mixing stacks.
C. INSTRUMENTATION
Pressure instrumentation was provided for measuring
gage pressures inside the secondary air plenum, inside the
primary air uptake just prior to the nozzles, and at half
diameter distances starting at the entrance on the mixing
stack. Atmospheric pressure was measured using a mercury
barometer. All other pressures were measured with either
U-tube water manometers or inclined manometers with oil of
specific gravity 0.834 as the working fluid. The pressure
measurement system is pictured in Figure 6 and schematically
represented in Figure 7. Rapid and frequent monitoring of
each of the various pressures was facilitated by the Scanivalve
which was used to scan each pressure tap. A multiple valve
manifold is then used to link the single output of the
Scanivalve to a bank of instruments consisting of 30.48 cm
(12 inch) , 7.62 cm (3 inch) , 5.08 cm (2 inch) , and 1.27 cm
(0.5 inch) inclined manometers. This permits better matching
of the pressure being measured to an instrument of compatible
range, thereby improving the degree of accuracy for lower
pressure measurements. Initially a 1.0 PSIG pressure trans-
ducer coupled with a KAMAN digital display, model number K
3101A23 pictured in Figure 3, was used in conjunction with
the scanivalve. This system was replaced by the bank of
water manometers when it was discovered that the transducer

could not measure very low pressures with the desired degree
of accuracy. The primary air static pressure just upstream
of the nozzles was measured with a 43.18 cm (17 inch) single
column water manometer. Figure 9 illustrates the instru-
mentation for obtaining the data necessary to calculate the
primary mass flow rate. A 7.62 cm (3 inch) inclined water
manometer is used to measure the static pressure upstream
of the orifice, and a 127 cm (50 inch) water u-tube manometer
is used to measure the pressure differential across the
orifice.
Primary air temperatures at the orifice outlet and just
upstream of the model were measured with copper-constantan
thermocouples. The thermocouples are in assemblies manu-
factured by Honeywell under the trade name Megapak. The
Megapack consists of a "head" for connecting the extension
wires, a "sheath" of 0.318 cm (.125 inch) stainless steel
tubing through which insulated leads pass to the exposed
measuring junction at the end of the sheath. Polyvinyl
covered 20 - gage copper constantan extension wire was
used to connect the thermocouples to a Newport digital
pyrometer model number 267 which provides a digital display
of the measured temperature. Secondary or ambient air
temperature is measured with a mercury-glass thermometer
and recorded in degrees Fahrenheit.
Velocity profiles at the mixing stack exit were obtained
using a pitot-static tube mounted so as to facilitate
traversing the entire diameter of the mixing stack. Static
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and stagnation pressure pickups from the pitot-static tube
were connected to opposite ends of either a 30.48 cm (12
inch) or a 7.62 cm (3 inch) inclined manometer as appropriate
for the flow rate tested.
D. EDUCTOR SYSTEM GEOMETRIES
The eductor systems investigated consisted of a single
uptake, a single cluster of four primary air flow nozzles
of constant cross section, and a single mixing stack. In
order to obtain general data on the effects of changes in
certain geometric parameters, a simple open configuration
was used. No attempt was made to model existing or proposed
systems. The simpler open configuration of this investiga-
tion was not restricted by the structural constraints of a
funnel simulating the ships superstructure. The variables
in this research were the mixing stack length and the effect
of the entrance region geometry. The applicability to educ-
tor systems to be used on ships was a consideration that
influenced the dimensions of the nozzles and mixing stacks.
Mixing stack lengths of two and three diameters were inves-
tigated which is about the limits of practical stack lengths
for a prototype. An entrance transition of conical geometry
was added to the mixing stacks to test the effect of a
variable entrance region cross section.
Ellin [1] found that while the performance of an
eductor system increased when the number of primary flow
nozzles was increased from three to four, little improvement
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was realized when the number of nozzles was increased to
five. The circular configuration of four primary flow
nozzles of constant cross section and a ratio of mixing
stack area to primary air flow area of 3.0 was chosen as a
constant for this investigation. The nozzle configuration
is pictured in Figure 10 and a dimensional layout is given
in Figure 11. The area ratio chosen for this investigation
corresponds approximately to the area ratio used on an
existing gas turbine powered ship and was previously inves-
tigated by Ellin [1]
.
1. Mixing Stacks
The mixing stacks tested were manufactured of
29.72 cm (11.7 inch) inside diameter plastic pipe with a
0.51 cm (0.2 inch) wall thickness. Additional material was
glued to one of the pipe in order to give enough thickness
to cut an approximately 1.25 cm (0.5 inch) radius to give
a smooth entrance for the mixing stacks to be tested without
the entrance transition. Two different lengths of mixing
stacks were tested without an entrance transition: one, two
diameters long and one, three diameters long. Pressure taps
were located at half diameter locations starting with the
entrance to the mixing stack.
The mixing stacks were supported inside the second-
ary air plenum by means of two adjustable support brackets.
These brackets were constructed of 5.08 cm x 5.08 cm ( 2 x 2
inch) aluminum angle and 1.91 cm (0.75 inch) aluminum plate.
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The mixing stack is held in place by two adjustable metal
bands. The support brackets were constructed for ease in
changing mixing stacks and changing of the standoff distance,
i.e., the distance between the primary air flow nozzle exit
and the mixing stack entrance. Two additional design cri-
teria for the mixing stack support brackets were the minimum
blockage of air flow and, most important, the ease of
alignment with the primary air flow nozzles.
The alignment with the primary air flow nozzles was
accomplished with the use of the alignment plugs pictured
in Figure 13. The two plugs that fit inside of the mixing
stack were cut to the exact inside diameter of the mixing
stack from 3.81 cm (1.50 inch) thick wood with a 1.91 cm
(0.75 inch) diameter hole drilled through the center. A
1.91 cm (0.75 inch) wooden form cut to fit over the end of
the primary air flow nozzles also had a 1.91 cm (0.75 inch)
diameter hole through the center. The wooden mounting board
for the primary air nozzles had a similar hole halfway
through its thickness. A straight 1.91 cm (0.75 inch)
diameter rod was passed through the center holes of these
alignment blocks. Adjustments to the alignment were made
with the adjustable bolts on the support brackets until the
rod passed freely through the four alignment holes. Figure
14 shows the mixing stack mounted on the support bracket




The entrance transition tested is of a conical design
as illustrated in Figure 15 and Figure 12. The purpose of
the transition was to test the effects of a converging type
of entrance region on the performance and mixing of the
eductor system. The transition was manufactured from
0.318 cm (0.125 inch) aluminum sheet metal formed into a
truncated cone and welded to an eight bolt flange 0.64 cm
(0.25 inch) thick and 5.08 cm (2 inch) wide. The total
length of the transition is one mixing stack inside diameter
with a contraction from l-~ diameters at the entrance to 1
diameter at the exit into the pipe. The entrance to the
transition was rounded to remove the sharp corner. A
3.81 cm (1.5 inch) diameter rubber hose was then glued to
this entrance region to give a better rounded entrance.
Tape and coats of fiberglass finishing coat were then applied
to give a smooth rounded entrance.
The transition bolted to a one diameter length
mixing stack to give a total length of two diameters is
shown in Figure 16 and with the mixing stacks without a
transition in Figure 12. The transition was bolted to two
different lengths of pipe to form mixing stacks of total
length two and three diameters. Pressure taps were located





Evaluation of an eductor' s performance requires
determination of the secondary air flow rate as well as
the degree of mixing of primary and secondary flows.
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The pumping coefficient, W*T* provides the basis
for the analysis of parameter variation effects on eductor
pumping. Figure 17 graphically illustrates the eductor
pumping characteristic curve defined by the experimental
data correlation of equation (13). Design of the experi-
mental apparatus facilitates determination of the dimension-
less parameters in the experimental correlation with the
exception of the secondary flow rate at the operating point.
Any attempt to equip the model with secondary air flow
measurement devices restricts the flow rate and does not
yield the dynamically similar flow desired. The technique
of determining the pumping coefficient at the operating point
is first to establish the pumping characteristics of the
eductor system. This is accomplished by varying the second-
ary air flow rate from zero to its maximum measurable value,
using the ASME flow nozzles mounted in the secondary air
plenum and recording the temperatures and pressures required
to calculate the corresponding dimensionless parameters.
The "open to the environment" condition is then simulated
by removal of the end plate on the secondary air plenum.




with the w*T** axis locates the pumping coefficient for
the operating point of the eductor system.
The mixing stack axial static pressure distribution
was obtained from a series of pressure taps at half diameter
distances along the mixing stack. The mixing stack was then
rotated 45° to place the pressure taps in another position
relative to the primary nozzle alignment. The non-dimensional
pressure distribution is then plotted versus X/D for each
geometry tested. The coordinate system used for the
experimentation and presentation of data is illustrated in
Figure 18. Standoff distance, S, is measured from the mixing
stack entrance to the nozzle exit. S is positive when the
nozzles are displaced out of the mixing stack and negative
when into the mixing stack. The pressure tap location is
designated by x, the distance from the mixing stack throat,
positive toward the mixing stack exit and negative toward
the stack entrance.
The momentum correction factor K is a measure of the
m
completeness of mixing and provides the basis for evaluating
this aspect of eductor performance. The momentum correc-
tion factor is evaluated at the exit of the mixing stack by
means of two velocity traverses and the definition given in
equatio'n (4). Velocity profiles at the mixing stack exit
were measured using a pitot-static tube. Since it was
impractical to obtain a three-dimensional plot of velocities
at the exit plane of the mixing stack, advantage was taken
of the symmetry of the velocity surface resulting from the
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arrangement of the primary nozzles, and only two traverses
were made. The first traverse passes directly over the
primary nozzles and records the peak velocities while the
second traverse passes between the nozzles thus measuring
the minimum velocities at the mixing stack exit. An average
velocity at the mixing stack exit is obtained by integrating
the velocity distribution over the mixing stack area to ob-
tain an integrated volumetric flow rate which, when divided
by the mixing stack cross sectional area, yields the aver-
age velocity. Appendix B outlines the procedure for
calculating the momentum correction factor.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Eductor performance, as described earlier, considers
two things , the amount of secondary air induced into the
system and the degree of mixing of primary and secondary
flows within the mixing stacks. For eductor systems designed
to cool the exhaust gas from a gas turbine powered ship, a
high pumping rate is desirable since this results in a low
average mixing stack exit temperature. The degree of
mixing which occurs within the mixing stack determines how
closely the local values approach this average. To evaluate
the total performance of an eductor both pumping and mixing
must be considered. Data obtained from tests on different
configuration eductors provides a means of evaluating pumping
and mixing as they are affected by the geometric parameters.
The parameters varied in this investigation were flow rate,
length of mixing stack, distance from nozzle exit to mixing
stack entrance and entrance geometry. The effect of these
parameters on pumping and mixing was individually determined
and from these results the effect of a specific parameter
on the total performance of the eductor was evaluated.
Table I summarizes the results of the individual analyses.
44From plots of AP*/T* with W*T* * for the experimental
data, the value of the pumping coefficient corresponding to
the open operating condition was determined. These values
are tabulated in Table II.
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By definition, the performance of an eductor is depen-
dent on the completeness of mixing of the primary and
secondary air streams as well as on pumping. Two measures
of mixing were used in this analysis. The momentum correc-
tion factor, K , is a measure of the completeness of mixing
and is affected by the geometric parameters tested. It
therefore provides a basis for evaluating mixing as an aspect
of eductor performance. The peak velocities can be related
to peak temperatures and is therefore of interest when con-
sidering the ultimate use of these eductor systems. The
ratio of peak velocity to average velocity was also used as
a basis for evaluating mixing. The momentum correction fac-
tors and peak to average velocities are tabulated in Table
III. The values presented in Table III are for a primary
flow with an uptake Mach number of 0.064. Values obtained
for other flow rates were approximately the same.
Another quantity measured which can be related to the
completeness of mixing was the axial static pressure
distribution. As mixing occurs along the mixing stack, the
decrease in momentum of the air is evidenced as a pressure
rise. When the non-dimensional static pressure is plotted
with distance along the stack, the rate of momentum exchange
is evidenced by the slope of the curve. A steep gradient
represents an area of rapid momentum transfer. For optimum
mixing the curve should approach atmospheric pressure tan-
gentially at the mixing stack exit. The axial static
pressure varied with angular position relative to the primary
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flow nozzles. This variation gave rise to a maximum and a
minimum pressure drop, corresponding to position A and B
respectively. The location of these positions is shown on
Figure 19. The mixing stack with the pressure taps fixed,
as described previously, was rotated a full 360° with pressure
readings made at 45 intervals. The results, presented in
Table IV and shown on Figure 20; show there is symmetry
between the maximum and minimum positions.
To verify that there is a uniform velocity profile at
the primary nozzle exit a velocity traverse was made across
each nozzle as shown in Figure 21. The results are pre-
sented in Table V and shown on Figure 22, indicate the flow
exiting from each nozzle is fully developed.
In preparing the performance plots, AP*/T* versus
44W*T* * , a slight amount of data scatter is encountered as
the open to the environment condition is approached. This
scatter is attributed to the difficulty in measuring the
very small pressure differentials, on the order of 0.254 cm
(0.10 inch) of water and less, required for calculation of
these last few points. Consequently slightly lesser impor-
tance was given these scattered points when determining the
characteristic curve used in locating an eductor ' s pumping
coefficient.
The uncertainties in the pumping coefficient (1.4%) and
the pressure coefficient (1.9%) are tabulated in Appendix C.
For some of the parameter variations to be discussed, changes
in the pumping coefficient are within its uncertainty bounds.
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Caution should therefore be exercised when using these
changes for other than to indicate a trend. An uncertainty
analysis of the momentum correction factor was not attempted
because of the approximations inherent in its development.
It is recognized that the uncertainty in the momentum correc-
tion factor is likely to exceed its changes. Such changes
are used, therefore, as indications of trends only.
Table VI through Table XIII are the performance and
velocity results from each configuration and flow rate tested
They are included here in the interest of completeness.
Figures 40 through 43, which are plots of the AP*/T* versus
44W*T* from which the pumping coefficient for that geometry
eductor system was determined, are also included for
completeness
.
The following discussion addresses the individual
parameter variations and their effect on eductor performance
and in so doing references the results of tests performed
on each geometry.
A. UPTAKE MACH NUMBER
The effect of the uptake Mach number on eductor perfor-
mance was evaluated by varying the uptake Mach number from
0.034 to 0.064. These Mach numbers were chosen because
they correspond to the uptake Mach number on an existing
eductor system, and were the values selected by Ellin [1]
.
The effect of Mach number on the pumping coefficient is
evidenced in Table II and Figures 23 and 24. As can be
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seen on Figures 23 and 24 the Mach number affects the slope
of the pumping characteristic curves only very slightly.
The intercept of the pumping characteristic curves are
essentially unchanged by varying the Mach number as shown
in Table II.
The momentum correction factor and velocity peaks are
also essentially unaffected by Mach number variations as
illustrated on Figures 25 and 26. The plots on Figures 25
and 26 show the Mach number only affects the velocity profiles
by less than 1.0%.
The non-dimensional axial static pressure distribution
for the mixing stack is affected by Mach number only at the
entrance regions of the mixing stack. For the first diameter
of length the value of PMS* is lower for the higher Mach
numbers giving a steeper slope and therefore a higher momen-
tum exchange than the lower Mach numbers. The effect of
Mach number after the first diameter of length is negligible.
The magnitude of the uptake Mach number was shown to have
essentially no effect on the non-dimensional values used in
this investigation. Two Mach numbers were used for all
pumping coefficient and mixing stack pressure distributions
but only one for the majority of the velocity profiles. All
figures used in the following discussion will only present
the curves corresponding to a Mach number of 0.064 as the
pressures for this flow rate were easier to measure. Results
from both Mach numbers are presented in the Tables VI to
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XIII. This independence on uptake Mach number was also
observed by Ellin [1] and Harrell [10]
.
B. LENGTH OF MIXING STACK
The mixing stack length was varied from L/D = 2 to
L/D = 3. These lengths were chosen because they represent
a bound on practical lengths for application on gas turbine
powered ships.
The pumping coefficient for the two lengths tested are
tabulated in Table II. Figure 29 plots the pumping coefficient
versus standoff for each L/D for the configuration without
a transition. At each S/D up to 0.5, the pumping coefficient
for L/D = 3 is higher than the L/D = 2. Above S/D = 0.5,
the difference gets smaller and at S/D of 1.0 there is no
significant difference in pumping coefficient. Along with
the data from this investigation, data taken by Harrell [10]
is plotted. The data from Harrell is within 5.0% of the
results of this investigation. The trend of increasing
pumping coefficient with increasing L/D for standoffs less
than 0.75 was observed in both investigations. Figure 30
shows that with a transition on the mixing stack the overall
length of the mixing stack has a more important effect on
the pumping coefficient. The difference between L/D of 3
and L/D of 2 again lessens as the standoff increases.
Table II and Figures 31 and 32 show the effect of L/D
on the momentum correction factor and the peak velocity.




is lower for L/D of 3 than L/D of 2 whether the transition
is on or off. The peak velocities always are lower for
L/D of 3 again regardless of transition or S/D.
The non-dimensional pressure distribution, PMS*, plots
illustrated in Figures 33 and 34 show that the slope of the
curves at the mixing stack exit is lower for L/D of 3 than
L/D of 2 while the initial slope at the entrance is greater.
This indicates there was a greater momentum exchange, more
rapid mixing, for L/D of 3 and thus a more complete mixing
at the exit reflected by a shallower slope of the curve.
Figure 33 is a plot of PMS* versus x/D for S/D = 0.25 without
a transition and Figure 34 is for S/D = 0.25 with a transi-
tion. The same trend of more complete mixing is evidenced
in both figures. Plots of other standoffs show the same
trend in this investigation as well as the research of
Harrell [10].
C. DISTANCE BETWEEN THE NOZZLE EXIT AND MIXING STACK ENTRANCE
The distance between the primary flow nozzle exit and the
mixing stack entrance, standoff distance, had a pronounced
effect on the performance of the eductor system. Table II
and Figures 29 and 30 show the effect of varying standoff
S/D on the pumping coefficient. For the no transition con-
figuration as S/D increases the pumping coefficient increases
up to a maximum value and then decreases to a constant value.
With further increase of S/D the pumping coefficient falls
sharply as the turbulent jet expands larger than the diameter
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of the mixing stack. For the transition on configurations
the performance remained fairly constant as S/D was increased
for L/D = 3. For L/D = 2 the pumping increased for S/D less
than 0.2 5 and then remained fairly constant. The optimum
standoff, as reflected by the maximum pumping, appeared to
be a function of L/D and entrance region geometry, both to
a minor extent. From Putilov [9] the optimum S/D is also a
function of the mixing stack to primary flow nozzle area
ratio.
The effect of S/D on the momentum correction factor and
peak to average velocities is demonstrated in Table III
and Figures 31 and 32. Both the momentum correction factor
and peak velocities decrease with increasing S/D indicating
more complete mixing as standoff is increased.
The effect of S/D on the axial static pressure distri-
bution is illustrated in Figure 35. The plot of PMS*
versus x/D produces a curve which approaches the mixing
stack exit pressure more tangentially for higher values of
S/D. This indicates a more complete mixing has taken place
inside the mixing stack.
D. MIXING STACK ENTRANCE GEOMETRY
Table II and Figures 36 and 37 show the effect of adding
a conical transition to the mixing stack entrance. From
Table II and as can be seen from Figures 36 and 37 the pumping
coefficient for the stack with a transition is higher than
one without for standaoff less than 0.25. At standoff equal
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to 0.50 the pumping is about the same and appears to remain
about equal up to a standoff of 1.0.
The effect of the transition on mixing is illustrated
in Table III and Figures 31 and 32. For standoff less than
0.50 the momentum correction factor for a mixing stack with
a transition is higher than for a mixing stack without a
transition indicating less mixing has taken place. For
standoffs equal to and greater than 0.50 the K appears
to be the same. The mixing stack of length L/D = 3.0 shows
a smaller effect from the transition than does the mixing
stack with L/D = 2.0. The peak velocities indicate that the
transition does promote better mixing above S/D = 0.25. More
research is necessary to determine which configuration does
provide better mixing.
Figures 38 and 39 show that mixing is more complete
without a transition for S/D less than 0.5. In Figure 38
for a mixing stack of length L/D = 3 with the S/D = 0.0 the
PMS* versus X/D curve for the mixing stack without a transi-
tion approaches atmospheric pressure more tangentially than
does the curve for the mixing stack with a transition. The
mixing is therefore more complete without a transition than
with a transition for this standoff. The curves on Figure
39, for S/D = 0.50, approach the exit pressure with about
the same slope indicating about the equal completeness of





The objective of this investigation was to determine
the effect of variation of geometric parameters on the
performance of a multiple nozzle eductor system. The trends
and interdependency of geometric parameters were discussed
in detail in Section VI and the resulting conclusions are
summarized here.
A. The effect of the uptake iMach number on the pumping
coefficient and on the degree of mixing was negligible over
the range of flow rates tested.
B. An improvement in pumping can be obtained with an
increase in the length of the mixing stack. Additionally,
a significant improvement in mixing is realized with increasing
length of mixing stack.
C. Increasing the distance between the primary flow
nozzles and the mixing stack gave an increase in the pumping
coefficient. The limiting value for standoff was determined
by the need to keep the primary flow contained within the
mixing stack. The effects of increasing standoff were more
pronounced with the mixing stacks without a transition than
the ones with a transition. The standoff also had varying
effects with the different length mixing stacks. In all





D. The conical entrance transition tested gave a
higher pumping coefficient for standoffs less than 0.50.
Above a standoff of 0.50 the pumping coefficient for a given
length mixing stack is about equal with or without an
entrance transition. Mixing is better without the transi-
tion for standoffs less than 0.50. For standoffs equal to
and above 0.50 the mixing appears to be about the same for
a given length mixing stack with the transition on or off.
In terms of total eductor performance considering
pumping and mixing the utility of an entrance transition
is questionable. Based on the results of this research a
mixing stack of length L/D = 3.0 with a standoff of





In addition to providing insight into the nature of the
effects of geometric parameters on eductor performance,
this research also has raised questions to be solved by-
further research. Among the areas necessary to further the
understanding of multiple nozzle eductor systems are the
recommendations listed below.
A. The effect of changing the mixing stack area to
primary flow area ratio was established by Ellin [1]
.
Experimentation would be useful to determine the effect
this area ratio has on the optimum standoff.
B. The momentum correction factor as well as the peak
to average velocity ratio is affected by a number of
uncertainties. An investigation of the best measure of the
degree of mixing would be of upmost importance to future
research.
C. It is evident that the number of geometric variations
of an eductor configuration is virtually unlimited. Other
geometric parameters of interest for further research include
the use of a converging diverging mixing stack, and varying
the geometry of the nozzles with respect to inducing a
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FIGURE 5. Interior of Secondary Air Plenum Showing Screens and
Flow Nozzles
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FIGURE 10. Primary Flow Nozzles Used in This Investigation




FIGURE 13. Alignment Plugs for Mixing Stack and Primary Nozzle















FIGURE 17. Illustrative Plot of the Experimental Data

















































































FIGURE 19. Orientation of Static Pressure Taps Relative
To Primary Flow Nozzles.
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FIGURE 31. Plot of Momentum Correction Factors Versus Standoff;
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FIGURE 32. Plot of Peak to Average Velocity Ratio Versus Standoff-
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WITHOUT TRANSITION WITH TRANSITION
UPTAKE MACH
NUMBERS
0.034 0.064 0.034 0.064
STANDOFF
-0.25 0.585 0.585
0.0 0.55 0.55 0.625 0.625
0.25 0.68 0.68 0.690 0.690









WITHOUT TRANSITION WITH TRANSITION
UPTAKE MACH
NUMBERS
0.034 0.064 0.034 0.064
STANDOFF
-0.25 0.695 0.695
0.0 0.575 0.575 0.715 0.715
0.25 0.685 0.685 0.725 0.725
0.50 0.740 0.740 0.735 0.735
0.75 0.720 0.720
1.00 0.70 0.70
























0.0 1.088 1.136 1.6753 1.7123
0.25 1.070 1.101 1.5779 1.5766




TABLE III. Momentum Correction Factors and Peak to Average Velocity





















0.0 1.030 1.042 1.3467 1.3759
0.25 1.018 1.029 1.3380 1.2736
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DATA TAKEN ON 21 JUNE 1977 BY MIKE MHSS
4 NOZZLE; S/D=0.0: L/D= 3.0 ; MACH NO. = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.820 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 90.0 DEG.FAHR











0.0 5.875 3.60 2.30 132.1 105.6 1.1099 0.8871
0.500 5.375 4.60 2.8 149.3 116.5 1.2546 0.9788
1.000 4.875 5.00 2.80 155.7 116.5 1.3080 0.=>788
1.500 4.375 4.90 2.80 154.1 116.5 1.2949 0.9788
2.000 3.8 75 4.40 2.75 146.0 115.5 1.22 70 0.9700
2.500 3.375 3.30 2.70 135.7 114.4 1.1403 0.9612
3.000 2.875 3.10 2.-^5 122.6 109.0 1.0299 0.9156
3.500 2.3 75 2.50 2.20 110.1 103.3 0.9249 0.8676
4.000 1 .875 2.30 2.00 105.6 98. 5 0.8871 0.8273
4.50 1.3 75 1.80 1.70 93.4 90.8 C.7848 0.7627
5.000 0.8 75 1.40 1.40 82.4 32.4 0.6921 0.6921
5.500 0.375 1.20 1.20 76.3 76.3 0.6408 0.6408
6.000 0. 125 1. 10 1. 10 73.0 73.0 0.6135 0.6135
6.500 0.625 1.10 1.10 73.0 73.0 0.6135 0.6135
7.000 1.125 1.20 1.20 76.3 76. 3 C.6408 0.6408
7.500 1.625 1.30 1.30 79.4 79.4 0.66 7 0.6670
8.00 2.125 1.70 1 .50 90.8 85.3 0.7627 0.7164
8.500 2.625 2.40 1.70 107.9 90.3 C.9062 0.7627
9.000 3. 125 3.00 1 .90 120.6 96.0 1.0132 0.8063
9.500 3.«25 3.90 2.05 137.5 99.7 1.1552 0.8375
1 J . 00 4. 125 4.80 Z.ZO 152.5 1 0? . 3 1.2816 0.8676
10.500 4.625 5.30 2.30 160.3 105.6 1.3467 0.8871
11 .000 5.125 5.00 2.30 155.7 105.6 1.3080 0.8871
11.500 5.625 3.90 2.20 137.5 103.3 1.1552 0.8676
11.750 5.875 3.60 1.70 132. 1 90.8 1.1099 0.7627
INTEGRATED FLOW PATE = 89.63 CU.FT/
= t .188 LBM/S?
SEC
C
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 119.03 FT/SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATEt WP = 3.^89 LBM/SFC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, 'J D = 218.32 FT/$pr
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.030
(a) S/D= 0.0; UPT Mach No.= 0.064
TABLE X. Tabulated Velocity Profile Data for L/D= 3
Without an Entrance Transition
156

DATA TAKEN ON 11 JULY 1977 BY MIKF MHSS
4 NOZZLE; S/0= .25: L/D = 3.0; MACH NO = 0.}63
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.930 IN.HG*, TEMPERATURE = 66.0 OEG.FAHR












0.0 5.875 2.10 1.8 98.6 91.3 0.8422 0.7797
0. 500 5.375 2.70 2.00 111.8 96.2 0.9550 0.821°
1.00 4.875 3.10 2.30 119.8 103.2 1.0233 0.8814
1.500 4.375 3.80 2.60 132.7 10Q.7 ] .1329 0.9371
2. 000 3.8 75 3.90 2.70 13 4.4 111 .3 1 .1477 0.9550
2.500 3.375 4.30 3. 10 141. 1 119. 8 1.2052 1.0233
3.000 2.875 4.20 3.3J 139.5 123.6 1.1911 1.0558
3.500 2.375 3.80 3.40 132.7 125.5 1. 1329 1.0716
4.000 1.8 75 3.60 3.10 129. 1 119.8 1.1027 1 .0233
4. 500 1.3 75 3.20 2.90 121.7 115.Q 1.0396 0.9897
5.000 0.875 2.90 2.60 115.9 109.7 0.98 9 7 0.9371
5.500 0.3 75 2.70 2.40 111.8 105.4 0.9550 0.9004
6.000 0.125 2.50 2.30 107.6 103.2 0.9189 0.8814
6.500 0.625 2.40 2.40 105.4 105. 4 C.9004 0.9004
7. 00 J 1.125 2.50 2.6J 107.6 1 0° . 7 0.9189 0.9371
7.500 1.625 2.70 2.70 111.8 111.3 0.9550 0.9550
8 .00 2.125 3.00 2.80 117.9 113.9 1.0066 0.9725
8.50 2.625 3.60 2.80 129.1 113.9 1.1027 0.9725
9.000 3.125 4.40 2 .60 142.8 109.7 1.2191 0.9371
9.50 3.625 4.90 2.3J 150.7 103.2 1.2865 0.8814
10.00 4.125 5.30 2.00 156.7 96.2 1 .3380 0.8219
10.500 4.625 4.90 1.70 150.7 88.7 1.2865 0.7578
11.00 5.125 4. 10 1.60 137.8 86. 1 1 .1768 0.7351
Li. 500 5.625 3.40 1.40 125.5 80.5 1.0716 0.6877
11 .750 5.875 3.00 1.20 1 17.9 74.6 1. 0066 0.6367
INTEGRATED FL GW RATE = 88.13 CU.F T /?FC
= 6.372 1 BM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 117.10 FT/S^C
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.770 IBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, VP = 214.06 f/Sf
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.018




DATA TAKEN ON 11 JULY 1977 BY MIKE Mf]S?
4 NOZZLE: S/0= .25; L/D= 3.0; MACH NO = 0.034
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.930 IN.HGA, 'EMPERATURE =











0.0 5.875 0.68 0.47 56.3 46.8 0.8841 0.7350
0.500 5.375 0.83 0.60 62.2 52.° 0.9763 0.8305
1.000 4.8 75 0.90 0.65 64.8 55.1 1.01 71 0.8644
1. 500 4.375 1.10 0.70 71.7 57.2 1.1245 0.8970
2.00 3.875 1.15 0.85 73.3 63.0 1.1498 0.Q885
2.50 3.375 1.30 J. 92 77.9 65.5 1.2225 1.0234
3.000 2.875 1.25 1.00 76.4 68.3 1.1987 1.0722
3.500 2.375 1.15 1.00 73.3 68.3 1. 1498 1.0722
4.000 1.875 1.05 1.02 70.0 69.0 1.09 86 1.0828
4.500 1.375 0.9 5 0.93 66.6 65.9 1.0450 1.0340
5.00 0.875 0.85 0.8 5 63.0 63.0 0.9885 0.9885
5.500 0.375 0.77 0.77 60.0 60.0 0.9408 0.9 40 8
6.000 0.125 0.72 0.73 58.0 58.4 0.9098 0.9161
6.500 0.625 0.70 0.72 57.2 58.0 0.8970 0.9099
7.00 1.125 0.70 0.73 57.2 60.3 0.8970 0.9469
7.500 1 .625 0.77 0.80 60.0 61. 1 C.9408 0.9590
8.00 2.125 0.88 0.83 64.1 62.2 1.0058 0.9768
8.500 2.625 1.00 0.80 68.3 61. 1 1.0722 0.9590
9.00 3.125 1.20 0.75 74.8 59.2 1.1745 0.9285
9.500 3.625 1.40 0.68 80.8 56. 3 1.2686 0.3841
10.000 4.125 1.45 0.60 82.3 52.9 1.29 11 0.8305
10.50 4.625 1.42 J. 55 81.4 50.7 1.2776 0.7951
11.000 5.125 1.20 0.50 74.8 48.3 1.1745 0.7581
11 .500 5.625 0.95 0.43 66.6 44. 8 1.0450 0.7031
11.75 5.375 0.83 0.35 62.2 40.'+ 0.9768 0.6343
INTEGRATEO FLOW RATE = 47.98 CU. FT/SEC
= 3.441 LBM/SE r
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 63.72 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 1.970 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 113.64 fT /$?C
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.016




DATA TAKEN ON 23 MAY 1977 8Y MTKE MOSS
* NOZZLE: S/0= 0.5: L/D= 3.0: MACH NO = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.865 IN.HG&, TEMPERATURE » 84.0 DEG.FAHR
PRIMARY (UPTAKE) TEMPERATURE = 113.? PFG.FAHR
X R PTA PT9 VA Ve V5/VAV VB/VAV
INCHES IN.H20 FT/SEC
0.0 5.875 3.20 1.90 123.2 94.9 0.9886 0.7618
0.500 5.375 4.20 2.40 141.1 106.7 1.1326 0.8562
1.000 4.875 4.70 2.60 149.3 111.0 1.1981 0.8911
1.500 4.375 5.10 2.80 155.5 115.2 1.2481 0.Q248
Z.OJJ 3.875 5.40 3.15 160.0 122.2 1.2843 0.9809
2.500 3.375 5.00 3.30 154.0 125.1 1.2358 1.0040
3.000 2.875 4.60 J. 60 147.7 130.6 1.1853 1.0486
3.500 2.375 4.10 3.80 139.4 134.2 1.1190 1.0773
4.000 1.875 3.70 3.60 132.4 130.6 1.0631 1.0486
f.500 1.375 3.50 3.40 128.8 127.0 1.0339 1.0191
5.000 0.875 3.20 3.20 123.2 123.2 0.9886 0.9886
5.500 0.375 3.10 3.10 121.2 121.2 0.9731 0.9731
6.000 0.125 3.00 3.00 119.3 119.3 0.9572 0.9572
6.500 0.625 3.10 3.15 121.2 122.2 0.9731 0.9809
7.000 1.125 3.40 3.33 127.0 125.6 1.0191 1.0085
7.500 1.625 3.80 3.40 134.2 127.0 1.0773 1.0191
3.000 2.125 4.30 3.30 L42.8 125.1 1.1460 1.0040
9.500 2.625 4.80 3.00 150.8 119.3 1.2108 C.9572
9.000 3.125 5.20 2.70 157.0 113.1 1.2603 0.9081
9.500 3.625 5.10 2.35 155.5 105.5 1.2481 0.8472
1J.0J0 4.125 4.50 2.00 146.1 97.4 1.1724 0.7816
10.500 4.625 3.90 1.90 136.0 94.9 1.0914 0.7618
11.000 5.125 3.40 1.60 127.0 87.1 1.0191 0.6991
11.500 5.625 2.40 1.40 106.7 81.5 0.8562 0.6539
11.750 5.875 2.40 1.30 106.7 7A.5 0.8562 0.6301
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 93.81 nj.FT/SFC
= 6.624 L9VSEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 124.59 FT/SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.712 L9M/SFC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 213.89 FT/5FC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.021




DATA TAKEN ON 9 JUNE 1977 3Y MIKE MCSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= .75: L/0= 3.0: MACH NO = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.890 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 72.0 OEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 3.70 2.00 131.4 96.6 1.0243 0.7531
. 50 5.375 4.40 2.60 143.3 110.2 1.1170 0.8586
1.00 4.875 4.90 2.80 151.3 114.3 1.1787 0.8910
1. 500 4.375 4.90 3.00 151.3 118.4 1.1787 0.9223
2.000 3.875 4.90 3.30 151.3 12^. 1 I. 1787 0.Q673
2.500 3.3 75 4.90 3.50 151.3 127.8 1.1787 0.Q962
3.00 2.875 4.70 3.80 148.1 133.2 1.1544 1.0380
3.500 2.375 4.50 4.00 145.0 136. 7 1.1296 1.0650
4.00 1.875 4.30 4. 10 141.7 138.4 1.1042 1.0782
4.500 1 .375 4.20 4.00 140.0 136.7 1.09 13 1.0650
5.000 0.875 4.00 3.90 136.7 13'f.9 1.06 5 1.0516
5.500 0.375 3.90 3.80 134.9 133.2 1.0516 1.0380
6.000 0.125 3.80 3.80 133.2 133.2 1.0380 1.0380
6.50J 0.625 3.80 3.80 133.2 133.2 1.0380 1.J380
7.00 1.125 4.00 3.80 136.7 133.2 1.0650 1 .0380
7.500 1.625 4.10 3.75 138.^ 132.3 1.0782 1.0312
3.00 2.125 4.30 3.60 141.7 129.7 1.1042 1.0103
8.500 2.625 4.70 3.25 148. i 123.2 1.1544 0.9600
9.00 3.125 4.90 3.00 151.3 118.4 1.1787 0.9223
9.500 3.625 5.00 2.60 152.8 110.2 1.1907 0.8586
10.000 4.125 4.90 2.30 151 .3 103.6 1.1787 0.8076
10.500 4.625 4.30 2.10 141.7 90. 3 1.1042 0.7717
11.000 5.125 3.70 2.00 131.4 96.6 1.0243 0.7531
11.500 5.625 3.00 1.60 118.
A
86.4 0.9223 0.6736
11 .750 5.875 3.00 1.60 118.4 86.4 0.9223 0.6736
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 96.63 CU. FT/SEC
= 6.927 LBM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 128.33 FT/S^C
PRIMARY FLOW SATE, WP = 3.763 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.75 FT/SFf
MOMENTUM FACTOR. KM = 1.015




DATA TAKEN ON 9 JUNE 1977 BY MTKF MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= .75: L/D= 3.0: MACH NO = 0.034
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29 .890 IN . HGA , TEMPERATURE = 7i










0.0 5.875 0.95 0.53 66.8 49.9 1.0150 0.7581
0.500 5.3 75 1.15 0.66 73.5 55.7 1 .1168 0.3460
1.000 4.875 1.25 0.73 76.7 53.6 1.1643 0.8898
1.500 4.3 75 1.30 J. 78 78.2 60.6 1.18 74 0.9197
2.000 3.875 1.30 0.82 78.2 62. 1 1.1874 0.9430
2.500 3.375 1.25 0.38 76.7 64.3 1.1643 0.9769
3.000 2.8 75 1.20 J. 95 75.1 66.8 1 .14J8 1.9150
3.500 2.375 I. 15 L.OO 73.5 68.6 1.1168 1.0414
4.000 1.875 1.12 1.05 72.6 70.3 1.1021 1.0671
4. 500 1.375 1. 10 1.05 71.9 70.3 1.0922 1.0671
5.000 0.875 1.05 1.03 70.3 69.6 1.06 71 1.0569
5.500 0.3 75 1.02 1. )1 69.2 68.9 1.0517 1.0466
6.000 0.125 1.02 1.01 69.2 68.9 1.0517 1.0 466
6.500 0.625 1.02 1.02 69.2 69.2 1.0517 1.0517
7.00 1.125 1.07 1.02 70.9 69.2 1.0772 1.0517
7.500 1.625 1.10 1.01 71.9 68.9 1 .0922 1 .0466
8.000 2.125 1.15 0.97 73.5 67. 5 1.1168 1.0256
8.500 2.625 1.22 J. 8 8 75.7 64.3 1 .1502 0.9769
9.000 3.125 1.28 0.80 77.6 61.3 1.178? 0.9314
9.500 3.625 1.30 0.73 78.2 53.6 1.18 74 C.3898
10.000 4.125 1.27 0.63 77.3 54.4 1.1736 0.8266
10.500 4.625 1.18 0.55 74.5 50.3 1.1312 0.7723
11.00 5.125 l.oo 0.53 68.6 49.9 1.0414 0.7581
11.500 5.625 0.75 0.43 59.4 45.0 0.9019 0.6829
11.750 5.875 0.75 0.40 59.4 43. 4 C.9019 0.6586
0.0 OEG.FAHR
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 49.58 CU.F T/SFC
3.5 30 LBM/SSC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 65.84 FT/cpr
PRIMARY FLOW RATE. WP = l.^>65 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 113.69 PT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.015




DATA TAKEN ON 12 JULY 1977 BY MIKE MOSS
4 NOZZLF; S/D= 1.0; 1/0= 3.0; MACH NO = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.910 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 70.0 DEG.FAH"










0.0 5.875 3.10 l.«0 120.1 O4.0 0.9968 0.7P04
0.500 5.375 3.60 2.20 129.4 101.2 1.0742 0.8397
1.000 4.8 75 4.00 2.40 136.4 105.7 1.1323 0.8770
1.500 4.375 4.10 2.50 138.1 107.9 1. 1463 0.8951
2.0J0 3.8 75 4.10 2.70 138. 1 112. 1 1.1463 0.9302
2. 500 3.3 75 4.00 2.80 136.4 114.2 1.1323 0.9473
3.000 2.875 3.90 3.00 134.7 118.2 1. 1180 0.9806
3.50 2.375 3.7? 3.25 132.1 123.0 1.0963 1.0206
4.000 1.875 3.65 3.35 130.3 124.9 1.08 16 1 .0362
4.500 1.375 3.55 3.40 128.5 125.8 1.0667 1.0439
5.000 0.875 3.50 3.50 127.6 127.6 1.05 91 1.0591
5.500 0.375 3.50 3.50 127.6 127.6 1.0591 1.0591
6.000 0.125 3.50 3.50 127.6 127.6 1.05 91 1.0591
6.500 0.625 3.55 3.50 128.5 127.6 1.0667 1.0591
7.000 1. 125 3.60 3.50 129.4 127.6 1.0742 1.0591
7.500 1.625 3.65 3.40 130.3 125.8 1.0816 1.0439
8.000 2.125 3.80 3.30 133.0 123.9 1 .10 36 1.0284
8.50 2.625 3.84 3. 10 133.7 120. 1 1. 1094 0.9968
9 . 00 3.125 3.90 2.85 134.7 115.2 1 .1180 0.9557
9.500 3.625 4.00 2.b5 136.4 111.1 1.1323 0.9216
10.000 4.125 3.85 2.50 133.9 107.9 I. 11 08 0.8951
10.500 4.625 3.75 2.40 132.1 105.7 1 .0963 0.8770
11.000 5.125 3.40 2.20 125.3 101.2 1.0439 0.8397
11.500 5.625 3.00 2.00 118.2 96. 5 1.9806 0.8006
11.750 5.875 2.20 1 .60 101.2 86.3 0.8397 0.7161




AVERAGE VELOCITY = 120.51 FT/SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.761 I.BM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.09 FT/SFC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.008




DATA TAKEN ON 1 AUGUST 1977 PY MIKF "051
NOZZLE: S/0= -.25! L/D = 3.0; WITH TRANSITION; MACH NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.900 TN.HGA, rEMPEPATURE = 75.0 DEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 2.00 J. 50 97.0 48.5 0.7918 0.3959
0.500 5.375 2.50 0.90 108.5 65. 1 0.8852 0.5311
1.000 4.875 3.50 1.10 128.4 72.0 1 .0474 0.5872
1.50 4.375 4.40 1.50 143.9 84.0 1.1744 0.6857
2.000 3.875 5.70 1.80 163.8 92.1 1.3366 0.7511
2.500 3.375 6.30 2.30 172.2 104.1 1 . 40 5 2 0.8491
3.000 2.875 6.50 3.00 174.9 118.8 1.4273 C.9697
3.500 2.375 6.20 3.50 170.8 128.4 1.3940 1.0474
4.00 1 .875 5.50 3.90 160.9 135.5 1.3130 1.1056
4.50 1.3 75 4.90 4.10 151.9 138.9 1.2393 1.1336
5.000 0.875 4.50 4.10 145.6 138.9 1.1876 1.1336
5.500 0.375 4.00 3.80 137.2 133.8 1.1197 1.0914
6.00J 0.125 3.80 3. 70 133.8 132.0 1.09 14 1.0769
6.500 0.625 3.30 3.40 124.6 126.5 1 .0170 1.0323
7.00 1.125 3.20 3.30 122.7 124.6 1.0015 1.0170
7.500 1.625 3.30 3.30 124.6 124.6 1 .0170 1.0170
a. ooo 2.125 3.50 3.30 128.4 124.6 1.0474 1.0170
8.50 2.625 4.30 3.40 142.3 126.5 1.1609 1.0323
9.00 3.125 5.30 3.30 158.0 124.6 1.2889 1.0170
9.50 3.625 6.20 3.00 170.8 118.8 1.3940 0.9697
10.00 4. 125 6.70 2.40 177.6 106.3 1.4491 0.3673
10.500 4.625 6.10 1.90 169.5 94.6 1.3827 0.7717
11.000 5.125 4.80 1.40 150.3 81.2 1.2266 0.6624
11.500 5.625 3.6U 1.00 130.2 68.6 I .0622 0.55^9
11 .75 5.875 3.30 0.70 124.6 57.4 1.0170 0.4684
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 92.29 CU. FT/SET
= 6.561 LBM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 122.56 FT/SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.735 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 215.31 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.053
(a) S/D= -0.25; UPT Mach No.= 0.064
TABLE XI. Tabulated Velocity Profile Data for L/D= 3
with an Entrance Transition
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O/iTA TAKEN ON 1 AUGUST 1977 6Y M^KE MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= 9.0! L/D= 3.0; WITH TPANSTT T ON; MAC H NO. = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.900 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 95.0 OEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 2.20 L.10 103.5 73.2 0.8263 0.5843
0.500 5.3 75 2.60 1.20 112.5 76.5 0.8982 0.6102
i.000 4.875 2.80 1.30 116.8 79.6 0.9322 0.6352
1 .50 4.375 4.30 1.50 144.7 85. 5 1.1552 0.6823
2.000 3.875 5.30 1.90 160.7 9h. 2 1.2825 0.7679
2.500 3.375 5.00 2.30 165.2 105. 9 1.3183 0.8448
3.30 2.875 6.00 3.00 171.0 120.9 1.3645 0.9649
3.500 2.375 5.90 3.60 169.5 132.4 1 .3531 1.0570
4.000 1 .875 5.50 + .20 163.7 143.0 1.3064 1.1416
4.500 1.375 5.10 4.40 157.6 146.4 1.2580 1.1685
5.000 0.875 4.60 4.60 149.7 149. 7 1.1948 1.1948
5.500 0.375 4.40 + .50 146.4 148. 1 1.1685 1.1817
6.000 0.125 4.10 t.30 141.3 144.7 1 .1230 1.1552
6.500 0.625 3.80 4.10 136.1 141.3 1.0859 1.1280
7.00 1.125 3.60 3.90 132.4 137.3 1.0570 1.1001
7.500 1.625 3.50 3.80 130.6 136.1 1.0422 1.0859
8.000 2.125 3.80 3.60 136.1 132.4 1.0859 1.0570
8.50 2.625 4.20 3.5J 143.0 130.6 1.1416 1.0422
9.000 3.125 5.00 3.30 156.1 126.8 1.2456 1.0120
9.500 3.625 5.80 2.90 168. 1 118.9 1.3416 0.9487
10.000 4. 125 6. 10 2.40 172.4 108.1 1.3759 0.8630
10.500 4.625 5.90 2.00 169.5 98. 7 1.3531 0.7878
11.000 5.125 4.70 1.50 151.3 85. 5 1.2077 0.6823
11. 500 5.625 3.60 1.20 132.4 7^.5 1.0570 0.6102
11.750 5.875 3.20 0.90 124.9 66.2 0.9965 0.5285
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 94.35 CU. FT/SEC
= 6 .482 L3M/S cr
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 125.30 F T /SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATEr WP = 3.687 LBM/SEC
PRTMAP.Y VELOCITY, UP = 219.60 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR. KM = 1.042




DATA TAKEN ON 2 AUGUST 1977 BY MIKE MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= .25: L/D=3.0; WITH tr^sutN; MACH NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.930 IN.HGA, tfmpeRATURE = 72.0 OEG.FAHR
PRIMARY (UPTAKE) TEMPERATURE = 112.0 OEG.FAHR
X R PTA PTB VA V8 VA/VAV VB/VAV
INCHES IN.H20 FT/SEC
0.0 5.875 2.50 1.30 108.2 78.0 0.8706 0.6278
0.500 5.375 3.50 1.20 128.0 75.0 1.0301 0.6032
I. 000 4.875 4.10 1.40 138.6 81.0 1.1149 0.6515
1.500 4.375 4.60 1.80 146.8 91.8 1.1809 0.7387
2.000 3.875 5.00 2.00 153.0 96.8 1.2312 0.7787
2.500 3.375 5.20 2.80 156.0 114.5 1.2556 0.9214
3.000 2.875 5.20 3.30 156.0 124.3 1.2556 1.0002
3.500 2.375 5.00 3.90 153.0 135.1 1.2312 1.0874
4.000 1.875 4.85 4.25 150.7 141.1 1.2126 1.1351
4.500 1.375 4.70 4.50 148.4 145.2 1.1937 1.1680
5.000 0.875 4.50 4.60 145.2 146.8 1.1680 1.180°
5.500 0.375 4.30 4.40 141.9 143.5 1.1418 1.1550
6.000 0.125 4.00 4.20 136.9 140.2 1.1012 1.1284.
6.500 0.625 3.90 4.00 135.1 136.0 1.0874 1.1012
7.000 1.125 3.80 3.90 133.4 135.1 1.0733 1.0874
7.500 1.625 4.00 3.90 136.9 135.1 1.1012 1.0874
8.0JO 2.125 4.20 3.8J 140.2 133.4 1.1284 1.0733
8.500 2.625 4.60 3.60 146.8 12°.
8
1.1809 1.0447
9.000 3.125 5.00 3.30 153.0 124.3 1.2312 1.0002
9.500 3.625 5.35 2.90 158.3 116.5 1.2736 0.9377
10.000 4.125 5.25 2.50 156.8 108.2 1.2616 0.8706
10.500 4.625 4.80 2.00 lt9.9 96.8 1.2063 0.7787
11.000 5.125 4.10 1.80 138.6 91.8 1.1149 0.7387
11.500 5.625 3.30 1.60 124.3 86.6 1.0002 0.6965
11.750 5.875 2.70 1.20 112.4 7^.0 0.9048 0.6032
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 93.58 CU.FT/SEC
= 6.689 LBM/SFC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 124.28 FT/SET
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 2.746 L3M/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.97 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.029




DATA TAKEN ON 2 AUGUST 1977 BY MTKE MOS?
4 NOZZLE: S/D = .25; L/D=3.0; WITH TRANSITION: MATH NO. .033
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.930 IN.HGA, T FMPERATUP.E =













0.0 5.875 0.65 0.33 55.7 39.7 0.8453 0.6023
0.500 5.375 0.73 0.35 59.0 40.9 0.8958 0.6203
1.000 4.875 0.93 0.42 66.6 44.8 1.0111 0.6795
1 .500 4.375 1.15 0.50 74.1 48. a 1.1243 0.7414
2.000 3.875 1.25 0.5 7 77.2 52. 1 1.1722 0.7916
2. 500 3.375 1.40 0.73 81.7 59.0 1.2406 0.8958
3.000 2.875 1.45 0.88 83.2 64.8 1.2625 0.9835
3. 500 2.3 75 1.45 L.00 83.2 69. 1 1.2625 1.0485
4.000 1.8 75 1.33 1.13 79.6 73.4 1 .2091 1.1145
4.50 1.375 1.30 1.17 78.7 74. 7 I. 1954 I. 1341
5.000 0.875 1.25 1.27 77.2 77.8 1.1722 1.1816
5.500 0.375 1.22 1.25 76.3 77.2 1 .1581 1.1722
6.000 0.125 1.18 1.20 75.0 75.7 1.1389 1 .1485
6. 500 0.625 1.15 1.18 74.1 75.0 1.1243 1 .1389
7.000 1.125 1.12 1.16 73. 1 74.4 1. 1096 1.1292
7.500 1.625 1.10 1.16 72.4 74.4 1.0996 1.1292
8.00 2.125 1.22 1.14 76.3 73.7 1.1581 1.1194
8.50 2.625 1.28 1.10 78.1 72.4 1. 1862 1.0996
9.000 3. 125 1.38 l.OJ 81.1 69. 1 1.2317 1.3485
9.500 3.625 1.46 0.90 83.4 65.5 1.2669 0.9947
10.000 4.125 1.47 0.75 83.7 5<3.8 1.2712 0.9080
10.500 4.625 1.33 0.63 79.6 54.8 1.2091 0.8322
11 .000 5.125 1.13 0.55 73.4 51.2 I. 1145 0.7776
11.50 5.625 0.93 3.47 66.6 47.3 1 .01 1 1 0.7188
11.750 5.875 0.77 0.35 60.6 40.9 0.9200 0.6203
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 49.60 CU.FT/SFC
= 3.481 LBM/SP r
AVEPAGE VELOCITY = 65.87 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 1.949 LBM/^FC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 114.20 FT/St=C
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.029




DATA TAKEN ON 2 AUGUST 1977 BY MTKF MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/0= .5: L/D = 3.0; WITH TRANSITION: MACH NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.930 IN.HG4, "rEMPERATURE = 90.0 OEG.FAHR
PRIMARY (UPTAKE) TEMPERATURE = 11°. CFG.FAHP.
X R PTA PTB VA VR VA/VAV VB/VAV
INCHES IN.H20 FT/SEC
0.0 5.875 2.70 1.40 113.6 81.8 0.8997 0.647Q
0.500 5.375 3.40 1.70 127.5 90.2 1.0096 0.7139
1.000 4.875 4.10 2.00 140.0 97.8 1.1037 0.7744
1.500 4.375 4.*0 2.40 145.0 107.1 1.1486 0.8483
2.000 3.875 4.80 2.90 151.5 117.8 1.1996 0.9324
2.500 3.375 5.00 3.30 154.6 125.6 1.2244 0.9947
3.000 2.875 5.00 3.53 154.6 129.4 1.2244 1.02^4
3.500 2.375 4.95 4.00 153.8 138.3 1.2182 1.0951
4.000 1.S75 4.80 4.40 151.5 145.0 1.1996 1.1486
4.500 1.375 4.70 4.50 149.9 146.7 1.1871 1.1615
5.000 0.875 4.50 4.50 146.7 L46.7 1.1615 1.1615
5.500 0.375 4.30 4.40 143.4 145.0 1.1354 1.1486
6.000 0.125 4.10 4.20 140.0 141.7 1.1087 1.1221
6.500 0.625 4.00 4.10 138.3 140.0 1.0951 1.1087
7.300 1.125 4.00 4. JO 138.3 138.3 1.0951 1.0951
7.500 1.625 4.10 3.90 140.0 136.6 1.1087 1.0813
8.000 2.125 4.30 3.60 143.4 131.2 1.1354 1.0389
8.500 2.625 4.60 3.43 148.3 127.5 1.1744 1.0096
9.000 3.125 4.90 3.00 L53.1 119.8 1.2121 0.9484
9.500 3.625 4.95 2.60 153.8 111.5 1.2182 0.8829
10.000 4.125 4.75 2.30 150.7 104.9 1.1934 0.8304
10.500 4.625 4.30 2.00 143.4 97.8 1.1354 0.7744
11.000 5.125 3.75 1.85 133.9 94.3 1.0603 0.7448
11.500 5.625 3.10 1.60 121.7 87.5 0.9641 0.6926
11.750 5.875 2.80 1.20 115.7 7^.7 C.9162 0.5998
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 95.39 CU.PT/SFC
= 6.657 LBM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 126.28 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.725 L9M/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP 216.38 P T /SFC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.02?




DATA TAKEN ON 14 JULY 1977 BY MIKE MOSS
* nozzle: s/u= o.oo; l/d= 2.0: mach m, = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.900 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 66.0 DEG.FAHR












0.0 5.875 2.90 0.65 116.0 54.9 1.1366 0.5331
0.500 5.375 3.50 0.70 127.4 57. } 1.24 8 7 0.5584
1.000 4.875 4.40 0.80 142.8 60.9 1 . 40 1 0.5970
1 .50 4.375 5.80 1.00 164.0 68. 1 1.6075 0.6675
2.000 3. 8 75 5.60 1.20 161.1 74.6 1.5795 0.7312
2.500 3.3 75 4.10 1.50 137.9 83.4 1.3515 0.3175
3. 00 J 2.875 3.00 1.60 117.9 86. 1 1.1561 0.3443
3. 500 2.3 75 2.30 1.40 103.3 80.6 1.0123 0.7898
4.000 1.875 1.80 1.10 91.4 71.4 0.8955 0.7000
4.500 1.375 1.50 3.90 83.4 64.6 0.8175 0.6332
5. 000 0.875 1.00 0.65 68.1 54.9 0.6675 0.5381
5.500 0.375 0.50 0.50 48. 1 48. 1 0.4720 0.4720
6.000 0.125 0.45 0.45 45.7 45.7 0.4477 0.4477
6.500 0.625 0.40 0.40 43.1 43. 1 0.4221 0.4221
7 . 00 1 .125 0.40 J. 55 43. 1 50. 5 0.4221 0.+950
7.500 1.625 0.50 0.75 48.1 59.0 0.4720 0.578.1
3.00 2.125 0.75 1.10 59.0 71.4 0.5780 0. 7000
8.500 2.625 1. 30 1.40 77.6 80.6 0.7610 0.7898
9.000 3.125 2.20 1.70 101.0 88.3 0.9900 0.8703
9.500 3.625 3.40 1.85 125.6 92.6 1.2307 0.9078
10.000 4.125 5.00 1.75 152.3 90.1 1.4925 0.8830
i 0.500 4.t25 6.30 1.70 170.9 88.3 1.6753 0.3703
11.00 5.125 6.10 L.60 168.2 36. 1 1.6485 0.3443
11. 500 5.625 4.60 1.50 146.0 83.4 1.43 15 0.8175
11 .75 5.875 3.00 1.20 117.9 74.6 1. 1561 0.7312
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 76.82 CU. FT/SEC
= 5.546 LBM/SET
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 102.02 FT/SFT
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.776 L3M/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.66 FT/SFC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.088
(a) S/D= 0; UPT Mach No.= 0.064
TABLE XII. Tabulated Velocity Profile Data for L/D= 2
Without an Entrance Transition
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DATA TAKEN ON 14 JULY 1977 BY MTK C Mnsc
4 NOZZLE: S/D = 0.25: L/0= 2.0: MACH NO. = 3.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.900 IN.HGAi T EMPERATUPF = 66.0 OEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 1.90 J. 35 93.9 43.3 0.8466 0.3634
0.500 5.375 2.00 0.50 96.3 48.1 0.8686 0.4343
1.000 4.875 2.90 0.60 116.0 52.7 1.0460 0.4758
1.500 4.3 75 4.80 0.90 149.2 64.6 1 .3457 0.5827
2.000 3.875 b.OO 1 .30 166.8 77.6 1.5045 0.7003
2 . 50 3 3.375 6.60 1.80 174.9 91. 4 1.5779 0.8240
3.000 2.8 75 5.80 2.10 164.0 98.7 1.4792 0.8901
3.50 2.375 4.70 2.90 147.6 116.0 1.33 16 1.0460
4.000 1.8 75 3.63 2.80 129.2 113.9 1.1654 1.3278
4.500 1.375 3.10 2.80 119.9 113.9 1.08 14 1 .0278
5.000 0.875 2.60 2.40 1G9.8 105. 5 C.9904 0.9515
5.500 0.3 75 2.00 2.23 96.3 101.3 0.8686 0.9110
6.000 0.125 1.70 1.80 88.8 91.4 0.8008 0.3240
6.500 0.625 1.40 1.70 80.6 38.8 0.7267 0.8008
7.00 1.125 1.40 1.70 80.6 88.8 0.7267 0.8003
7.500 1.6 25 1.80 2.10 91.4 98.7 0.8240 0.8«01
8.000 2.125 2.80 2.5 3 113.9 137.7 1.0278 0.9711
8.500 2.625 3.50 3.00 127.4 117.9 1 .1491 1.0638
9.000 3.125 4.70 3.10 147.6 119.9 1.3316 1.0814
9.500 3.625 6.00 3.00 166.8 117. 9 1.5045 1.3638
i 0.00 4.125 6.30 2.50 170.9 107.7 1.5416 0.9711
10.500 4.625 5.30 1.90 156.3 93.9 1.4140 0.8466
11.000 5.125 3.90 1.40 134.5 30.6 1 .2130 0.7267
11.500 5.625 2.30 i.10 113.
9
71.4 1.0273 0.6442
11.75 5.875 2.4U 3.30 105.5 60,9 C.9515 0.5494




AVERAGE VELOCITY = 110.36 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.768 LPM/SFC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.18 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.070




DATA TAKEN ON 14 JULY 1977 3Y MIKE MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D = 0.25: L/D= 2.0: MACH NO. = 0.034
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.900 IN.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 66.0 DEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 0.50 0.08 48.4 19.4 0.7935 0.3174
0.500 5.375 0.65 0.11 55.2 22.7 0.9047 0.3722
I .000 4.875 0.95 0.15 66.7 26.5 1.09 3 7 0.434 6
1.500 4.375 1.30 0.25 78.0 34.2 1.2794 0.5611
2 .00 3.875 1.85 0.37 93. 1 41.6 1.5263 0.6826
2.500 3.3 75 1.95 0.52 95.6 4Q.4 1.5670 0.8092
3.000 2.875 1.70 0.65 89.2 55.2 1.46 3 1 0.9047
3.500 2.375 1.40 0.77 81.0 60. 1 1.3277 0.9847
4.000 1.875 1.15 0.80 73.4 61.2 1.2033 1.0037
4.50 1.375 0.95 0.75 66.7 5a.3 1.09 3 7 0.9718
5.000 0.875 0.80 0.70 61.2 57.3 1 .0037 0.9388
5.500 0.375 0.60 0.63 53.0 54.3 0.8692 0.8907
6.000 0.125 0.50 0.55 48.4 50.8 C.7935 0.8322
6.500 0.625 0.45 0.48 45.9 47.4 0.7527 0.7774
7.000 1.125 0.47 0.50 46.9 48.4 0.7693 0.7935
7.500 1.625 D.60 3.60 53. J 53.0 C.8692 0.8692
8.00 2.125 0.88 0.75 64.2 59.3 1.0526 0.9718
8.500 2.6 25 1.20 0.85 75.0 63. 1 1.2292 1.0346
9.00 3. 125 1.6J J. 87 86.6 63.3 1.4194 1.D467
9.500 3.62 5 1.95 0.80 95.6 61.2 1.5670 1.0037
10.000 4.125 2.05 0.6 7 98.0 56.0 1.6066 0.9185
10. 500 4.625 1.70 J. 52 89.2 4 a .4 1 .4631 0.8092
11 .000 5.125 1.25 0.40 76.5 43.3 1.2546 0.7097
11.500 5.625 0.88
.
0.33 64.2 39. 3 1.0526 0.6446
11.750 5.875 0.30 0.25 61.2 34.? 1.0037 0.5611
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE * 45.93 CU. FT/SEC
= 3.282 LRM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 60.99 FT/SEr
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 1.967 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 113.78 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.077




DATA TAKEN ON 15 JULY 1977 BY M T KE MTSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= 0.50; L/D = 2.0; MACH NO. = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2 9.910 IM.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 66.0 DEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 2.90 0.90 115.9 64.6 0.9503 0.52^4
0.500 5.375 4.10 1.10 137.8 71.4 1.1299 0.5852
1.000 4.875 5.40 1.35 158.1 79.1 1.2967 0.648?
1.500 4.375 6.60 1.50 174.8 83. 3 1 . 43 3 6 0.6834
2.000 3.875 6.90 2.00 178.7 96.2 1 .4658 0.7891
2.50 3.375 6.40 2 .50 172.1 107.6 1.4117 0.8823
3.000 2.875 5.70 3.00 162.5 117.9 1.3322 0.9665
3. 50 2.375 4.80 3.30 149. 1 123.6 1.2225 1.0137
4.000 1.875 4.10 3.45 137.8 130.0 1. 1299 1.0661
4.50 1.3 75 3.30 3.45 123.6 126.4 1.0137 1.0365
5.000 0.875 3.00 3.30 117.9 123.6 0.9665 1 .0137
5.500 0.375 2.75 2.90 112.8 115.9 0.9254 0.9503
6.000 0.125 2.65 2.70 110.8 111 .8 0.9084 0.9169
6.500 0.625 2.30 2.65 113.9 110. 8 0.9337 0.9004
7.00 1 .125 3.30 2.00 123.6 115.9 1.0137 0.9503
7. 500 1.625 3.80 3.25 132.6 122.7 1.08 7 8 1.0060
8.00 2.125 4.60 3.55 145.9 128.2 1.1968 1.0514
8.500 2.625 5.30 3.55 156.7 128.2 1.2846 1.0514
9.000 3.125 6.50 3.15 173.5 120.8 1.4227 0.9904
9.50 3.625 6.50 2.70 173.5 lll.a 1.42 27 0.9169
10.000 4. 125 5.80 Z.ZO 163. 9 100.9 I .3439 0.8277
10.500 4.625 4.40 1.80 142.7 91.3 1.1705 0.7486
11.00 5.125 3.30 1.40 123.6 80. 5 1.0137 0.6602
11.500 5.625 2.30 1.00 103.2 68.0 0.8463 0.5583
11.750 5.875 2.10 0.80 98.6 60.9 0.8086 0.4OQ1
INTEGRATED FL OW RATE = 91.83 CU. C T/SEC
= 6.638 L*M/S=C
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 121.94 FT/SFC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.777 LBM/S^C
PRTMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.24 F^/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.050




OATA TAKEN ON 15 JULY 1977 BY MIKE M3SS
4 NOZZLE: S/0= 0.75: L/0= 2.0: MACH NO. = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.880 IN.HGA, T^mpeRATURF = 86.0 DEG.FAHR
PRIMARY (UPTAKE) TEMPERATURE = 119.0 DEG.FAHR
X R PTA PT8 VA VR VA/VAV V8/VAV
INCHES IN.H20 FT/SEC
0.0 5.875 3.85 1.35 135.6 80.3 1.0786 0.6387
0.500 5.375 3.95 1.50 137.3 84.6 1.0925 0.6732
1.000 4.875 5.15 1.75 156.8 91. 4 1.2475 0.7272
1.500 4.375 6.00 2.0J 169.3 97.7 1.3465 0.7774
2.000 3.875 6.35 2.30 174.1 104.8 1.3852 0.8337
2.500 3.375 6.00 3.00 169.3 119.7 1.3465 0.9521
3.000 2.875 5.40 3.20 160.6 123.6 1.2774 0.°833
3.500 2.375 4.50 3.70 146.6 132.9 1.1661 1.0574
4.000 1.875 4.20 3.90 141.6 136.5 1.1266 1.0856
4.500 1.375 3.70 3.75 132.9 133.8 1.0574 1.0645
5.000 0.875 3.50 3.60 129.3 131.1 1.0284 1.0430
5.500 0.375 3.35 3.35 126.5 126.5 1.0061 1.0061
6.000 0.125 3.35 3.35 126.5 126.5 1.0061 1.0061
6.500 0.625 3.50 3.50 129.3 12°. 3 1.0284 1.0284
7.000 1.125 4.00 3.65 138.2 132.0 1.0994 1.0502
7.500 1.625 4.40 4.00 144.9 138.2 1.1531 1.09Q4
8.000 2.125 4.85 3.70 152.2 132.9 1.2106 1.0574
8.500 2.625 5.60 3.60 163.5 131.1 1.3008 1.0430
9.000 3.125 5.95 3.10 168.6 121.7 1.3409 0.«679
9.500 3.625 6.10 2.50 170.7 109.3 1.3577 0.8692
10.000 4.125 5.45 2.10 161.3 100. 1 1.2833 0.7966
10.500 4.625 4.30 1.70 143.3 90.1 1.1399 0.7167
11.000 5.125 3.30 1.30 125.5 78.8 0.9986 0.6268
11.500 5.625 2.30 1.20 104.8 75.7 0.8337 0.6022
11.750 5.875 1.95 0.95 96.5 67.4 0.767b 0.5358
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 94.66 CU.FT/St<"
= 6.635 L8M/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 125.70 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.720 IBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 216.43 FT/Scr
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.039




DATA TAKEN ON 15 JULY 1977 BY MIKE MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D = l.OO: L/0 = 2.0; MACH NO. = 0.063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.880 IN.HG4, T EMPERATURE = 84.0 DEG.FAFR












0.0 5.875 3.80 1.40 134.8 81.8 1.0663 0.6472
0.500 5.375 4.30 1 .70 143.4 90.2 1. 1343 0.7132
1.000 4.875 5.20 1.90 157.7 95.3 1.2473 0.7540
1.500 4.375 5.60 2.20 163.6 102.6 1.29 44 0.811?
2.000 3.875 5.75 2.60 165.8 111. 5 1.3116 0.3820
2. 500 3.375 5.40 2.90 160.7 117.8 1.2711 0.9315
3.000 2.8 75 4.85 3.30 152.3 125.6 1.2046 0.9=36
3.50 2.375 4.40 3.55 145. 1 130.3 1.1474 1 .0306
4.000 1.875 4.10 3.70 140.0 133.0 1.1076 1.0521
t.500 1.375 3.70 3.75 133.0 133.Q 1.0521 1.0592
5.000 0.875 3.70 3.65 133.0 132. 1 1.0521 1 .0450
5.500 0.375 3.60 3.65 131.2 132. 1 1.0379 1 .0450
6.000 0.125 3.85 3.65 135.7 132. 1 1.0733 1.045
6.500 0.625 4.00 3.80 138.3 134.8 1.0940 1.0663
7.00 1.125 4.30 3.90 143.4 136.6 1.1343 1.0802
7.500 1.625 4.60 4.00 148.3 138.3 1.1732 1.0940
8.00 2.125 5.00 3.70 154.6 133.0 1.2231 1.05 21
8.500 2.625 5.40 3.40 160.7 127.5 1.2711 1.0086
9.000 3. 125 5.60 3.00 163.6 119.8 1.29 44 0.9474
9. 50 3.62 5 5.40 2.50 160.7 109.3 1.2711 0.8649
10.000 4. 125 4.80 2.10 151.5 100.2 1.1984 0.7927
10.50 4.625 4. 10 1.90 140.0 95.3 1 .1076 0.7540
11.000 5. 125 3.30 1.80 125.6 Q2.8 0.9936 0.7339
11.500 5.625 2.60 1.40 111.5 81.8 C.8820 0.6472
11.750 5.875 2.00 1.20 97.8 75.8 0.7736 0.5OQ2
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 9 5.20 CU.FT/SEC
= 6.663 LBM/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 126.43 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE. WP = 3.709 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 216.94 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.028




DATA TAKEN ON 4 AUGUST 1977 BY MIKE » rSS
4 NOZZLE: S/0=-.25: L/D = 2.0: WITH TRANSI T ^CN; MAf.H NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.840 IM.HGA, temperature = 74.0 OEG.FAHR










0.0 5.875 1.70 J. 5 89.4 15.3 0.8278 0.1420
0.500 5.375 2.50 u.10 108.4 21.7 1.0039 0.2008
1 . 30 J 4.875 4.10 0.15 138.9 26.6 1.2856 0.2459
1. 500 4.375 5.90 0.30 166.6 37.6 1.5422 0.3478
2.000 3.875 8.00 0.60 194.0 53. 1 1.7958 0.4918
2 . 50 3.3 75 8.80 1.30 203.5 78.2 1.8835 0.7239
3.000 2.875 8.20 2.10 196.4 99.4 1 .8181 0.9201
3.50 2.375 6.60 2.80 176.2 114. 8 1.6311 1.0624
4.00 1.8 75 4.d0 3.20 150.3 122.7 1 .3910 1.1358
4.500 1.3 75 3.80 3.00 133.7 118.8 1.2377 1.0997
5.000 0.875 3.00 2.50 118.8 108. 4 1 .0997 1.0039
5. 500 0.375 2.50 2.30 108.4 104.0 1.0039 0.9629
6.000 0.125 2.30 2.40 104.0 106.3 0.9629 0.9836
6.500 0.6 25 2.10 2. 50 99.4 108. 4 0.9201 1.0039
7.000 1. 125 2.40 2.50 106.3 108.4 0.9836 1.003°
7.500 1.625 3.20 2. 40 122.7 106.3 1. 1358 0.Q836
8.00 2. 125 4.30 2.85 142.2 115.8 1.3166 1.0719
9.500 2.625 6.25 3.10 171.5 120.8 1.5873 1.1179
9.000 3.125 8.25 2.70 197.0 112. 7 1 . 82 3 7 1.0433
9.50 3.625 9.00 2.00 205.8 97.0 1.9048 0.3979
10.000 4.125 8.00 1.20 194.0 75. 1 1.7958 0.6955
10.500 4.625 5.40 0.50 159.4 48. 5 1.4754 0.4490
11.000 5.125 3.30 0.10 124.6 21.7 1.1534 0.2008
11.500 5.625 2.10 0.05 99.4 15.3 0.9201 0. 1420
11 .750 5.875 2.00 0.02 97.0 9. 7 0.8979 0.D898




AVERAGE VELOCITY = 108.02 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.742 L9M/^EC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 215.40 PT /SFC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.197
(a) S/D= -0.25; UPT Mach No.= 0.064
TABLE XIII. Tabulated Velocity Profile Data for L/D- 2
With an Entrance Transition
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DATA TAKEN ON 4 AUGUST 1977 BY MIKE MOSS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= G.O; L/0= 2.0: WITH TRANSITION? MACH NO. « .063
74.0 DEG.FAHRAMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.840 IN.HGA, 'EMPERATURE =










0.0 5.875 1.30 0.10 78.2 21.7 0.6818 0.1891
0.500 5.375 1.70 0.10 89.4 21.7 0.7797 0.1891
1.000 4.875 2.60 0.20 110.6 30.7 0.9642 0.2674
1.500 4.375 4.20 0.50 140.5 48. 5 1.2255 0.4228
2.000 3.875 6.60 0.9} 176.2 65.0 1.53 62 0.5673
2. 500 3.375 7.80 1 .80 191.5 92.0 1.6701 0.8023
3.000 2.875 8.20 2.50 196.3 108.4 1.7123 0.9455
3.50 2.375 7.30 3.40 185.3 126.4 1.6156 1.1026
4.000 1.8 75 5.80 3.90 165.1 135.4 1 .440 1 1.1809
4.500 1 .375 4.50 3.70 1*5.5 131.9 1.2685 1.1502
5.000 0. 875 3.70 3.6J 131.9 130.1 1.1502 1.1346
5.500 0.375 3.00 3.00 118.8 118.8
.
1.0357 1 .0357
6.000 0.125 2.80 2.80 114.7 114.7 1.0006 1.0006
6.500 0.625 2.60 2.80 110.6 114.7 0.9642 1.0006
7.000 1.125 2.80 2.90 114.7 116.8 1.0006 1.0183
7.50 1.625 2.80 2.90 114.7 116.8 1 .0006 1.0183
8.00 2.125 3.50 3.20 128.3 122.7 1 .1187 1.0697
8.500 2.625 4.60 3.40 147. 1 126.4 1.2825 1. 1026
9.000 3.125 6.40 3.40 173.5 126.4 1 .5128 1.1026
9.500 3.625 7.90 2.90 192.7 116.8 1 .6807 1.0183
10. 000 4.125 8.20 2.10 196.3 99. 4 1.7123 0.8665
10.500 4. 625 6.80 1.30 178.8 78.2 1.5593 0.6818
11.000 5.125 4.70 0.80 148.7 61.3 1.2964 0.5348
11.500 5.625 3.30 J. 50 124.6 48. 5 1.0863 0.4228
11.750 5.875 2.90 0.30 116.8 37.6 1.0183 0.3275
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 86.35 CU.FT/SFC
= 6.147 L8M/SEC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 114.67 FT/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.742 LB«/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 215.21 FT/S C C
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.136




DATA TAKEN ON 4 AUGUST 1977 BY M T KF MOSS
N07.ZLE: S/D= .25: L/D= 2.0: WITH TPANSITTON; MACH NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.920 IN.HGA, TFMPPRATUPE =













0.0 5.875 3.00 0.80 118.3 61. 1 0.9O71 0.5149
3 . 530 5.3 75 4. JO J. 95 136.6 66.6 1.1514 0.5611
1.000 4.8 75 5.40 1.30 158.7 77.9 1.3378 0.6564
1 .500 4.375 6.85 1.90 178.7 94. 1 1. 5067 0.7935
2.000 3.875 7.30 2.40 184.5 105.8 1.5554 0.3919
2.500 3.375 7.00 3.30 180. 1 124.0 1.5231 1 .0458
3.300 2.875 6.10 3.90 168.6 134.8 1.4219 1 .1369
3. 50 2.375 5.20 4.10 155.7 138.3 1.3128 1.165 7
4.000 1.8 75 4.50 4.10 144.8 138.3 1.2212 1. 1657
4.50 1.3 75 3.90 3.7J 134.8 131.3 1.1369 1 .1074
5.000 0.875 3.50 3.35 127.7 125.0 1 .0770 1.0537
5.500 0.375 3.30 3.20 124.0 122. 1 1.0458 1.0298
6.000 0. 125 3.20 3. 2 J 122. 1 122.1 I .0298 1.0298
6.500 0.625 3.35 3.45 125.0 126.8 1.0537 1.0693
7.000 1.125 3.80 3.80 133. 1 133. 1 1.1222 1.1222
7. 500 1.625 4.70 4.10 143.0 138.3 1 .2481 1.1657
8.000 2.125 5.90 4.00 165.9 136.6 1.3984 1.1514
8 . 50 2.625 7.05 3.50 181.3 127.7 1.52 86 1.077
9.00 3. 125 7.50 3.00 187.0 118.3 1.5766 0.9971
9.500 3.625 6.70 2.10 176.7 99.0 1.4901 0.8343
10.00 4. 125 5.00 1.30 152.7 77.9 1.28 73 0.6564
10.500 4.625 3.20 0.75 122.1 5o.
1
1.0298 0.4986
11 .000 5.125 2.10 0.50 99.0 48.3 0.8343 0.4071
11. 500 5.625 1.50 0.30 33.6 37.4 0.7051 0.3153
11 .750 5.875 1.20 0.20 74.8 30. 5 0.63O6 0.257S
INTEGRATED FLOW RATE = 89.31 CU.eT/ScT
= 6.412 L3M/SFC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 118.61 FT/SE^
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.751 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 214.76 FT/SEC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.101




DATA TAKEN ON 3 AUGUST 1977 BY MIKE MnsS
4 NOZZLE: S/D= .5: 1/0= 2.0', WITH TR*NSI TT ON; MACH NO. = .063
AMBIENT PRESSURE = 29.910 1N.HGA, TEMPERATURE = 86.0 OEG.FAHR












0.0 5.875 2.50 1.30 109.4 78.9 C.8777 0.6329
0. 500 5.375 3.30 1.60 125.7 87.5 1.0084 0.7022
1.000 4.875 4.30 1.85 143.5 94.1 1.1511 0.7551
1.530 4.375 5.40 2.20 160.8 132.6 1.2903 0.8234
2.00 3.875 6.25 2.80 173.0 115.8 1 .3878 0.9289
2.500 3.375 6.40 3.40 175.0 127.6 1.4044 1.0236
3.000 2.875 6. 10 4.10 170.9 140.1 1 .3711 1.1240
3.500 2.3 75 5.60 4.30 163.7 143.5 1.3137 1.1511
4.00 1.875 5.10 4.43 156.3 145. 1 1.2537 1.1644
4.500 1.3 75 4.65 4.40 149.2 145.1 1.1971 1.1644
5.000 0.875 4.30 4.30 143.5 143.5 1.1511 1.1511
5.530 0.3 75 4. 10 4.30 140.1 143.5 1.1240 1.1511
6.000 0.125 4. 10 4.40 .140.1 145. 1 1.1240 1 .1644
6.500 0.625 4.20 4.60 141.8 148.4 1. 1377 1. 1906
7.000 1.125 4.50 4.80 146.8 151.6 1.1776 1.2162
7.500 1.625 4.95 4.80 153.9 151.6 1.2351 1.2U 2
8.00 2.125 5.60 4.43 163.7 145. 1 1.3137 1.1644
8. 50 2.625 6.15 3.70 171.6 133. 1 1.3767 1.0678
9.000 3. 125 6.50 2.90 176.4 117.8 1.4153 0.9453
9.500 3.625 6.30 2. 10 173.7 100.3 1.3934 0.8045
10.000 4.125 5.30 1.40 159.3 81 .9 1.2780 0.6563
10.500 4.625 4.10 1.00 140. 1 69. 2 1. 1240 0.5551
11.000 5. 125 3.15 3.70 122.8 57.9 0.9853 0.4645
11 .50 5.625 2.30 0.50 104.9 48.9 0.841Q 0.3925
11.750 5.875 2.10 0.40 100.3 43.8 0.8045 0.3511
INTEGRA FED FLOVi RATE = 93.85 CU.FT/Sf
= 6.562 LBM/SFC
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 124.64 F^/SEC
PRIMARY FLOW RATE, WP = 3.707 LBM/SEC
PRIMARY VELOCITY, UP = 216.81 F T /SFC
MOMENTUM FACTOR, KM = 1.065






Presented here are the formulae used to obtain the primary
and secondary mass flow rates. According to the ASME Power
Test Code [6], the general equation for mass flow rate
appearing in equation (a)
W(lbm/sec) = (0.12705) K A Y F [p AP] 0,5 (a)
a
may be used with flow nozzles and square edge orifices
provided the flow is subsonic. In the above equation,
K (dimensionless) represents the flow coefficient for the
4-0 5
metering device and is defined as K = C (1 - 3 )
where C is the coefficient of discharge and 3 is the ratio
2
of throat to inlet diameters; A (in ) is the total cross
sectional area of the metering device; Y (dimensionless)
is the expansion factor for the flow; F^ (dimensionless)
a
3is the area thermal-expansion factor; p(lbm/ft ) is the flow
mass density; and AP (inches H
2
0) is the differential pressure
across the metering device. Each of these quantities are
evaluated, according to the guidelines set forth in Reference
[6] , for the specific type of flow measuring device used.
Using a square edge orifice for measurement of the
primary mass flow rate, the quantities in equation (a)
are defined as follows:
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1. The flow coefficient K is 0.62 based on a 3 of 0.502
and a constant coefficient of discharge over the
range of flows considered of 0.60.
2
2. The orifice area is 37.4145 in .
3. Corresponding to the range of pressure ratios
encountered across the orifice, the expansion
factor Y is 0.98.
4. Since the temperature of the metered air is nearly
ambient temperature, the thermal expansion factor
is essentially 1.0.
5. The primary air mass density p is calculated
using the perfect gas relationship with pressure
and temperature evaluated upstream of the orifice.
Substituting these values into equation (a) yields





The secondary mass flow rate is measured using long
radius flow nozzles for which case the quantities in
equation (a) become:
1. For a flow nozzle installed in a plenum, 3 is
approximately zero in which case the flow coeffi-
cient is approximately equal to the coefficient
of discharge. For the range of secondary flows
encountered, the flow coefficient becomes 0.98.




3. Since the pressure ratios across the flow nozzles
are very close to unity, the expansion coefficient
Y is 1.0.
4. Since the temperature of the metered air is nearly
ambient temperature, the thermal expansion factor
is essentially 1.0.
5. The secondary air mass density p is evaluated
using the perfect gas relationship at ambient
conditions
.
Substituting these values into equation (a) yields the
equation for the secondary mass flow rate measured using
long radius flow nozzles.






CALCULATION OF THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR
The momentum correction factor is defined as the ratio
of the actual momentum rate to the pseudo-rate based on
the bulk-average velocity. Defining the actual momentum
as that obtained by integrating over the velocity surface,
the momentum correction factor may be written as
m
K





The density of the air at the mixing stack exit p ? is a
weighted average of the densities of the primary and
secondary air flows. Assuming a secondary to primary mass
flow ratio of 0.65, which is consistent with experimental
results, p_ is expressed as
= P avg, 1.65 0.65 +
PJ
(a)
Using this average density of the mixed flow, the mass
flow rate leaving the mixing stack may be expressed as
W = p . U A
m avg m m (b)
where A has units of ft . Combining equations (4) and (b)
results in an equation for the momentum correction factor
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K = «± / U_




Figure 44 illustrates the orientation of the two velocity
traverses.
FIGURE 44. Orientation of Mixing Stack
Exit Velocity Traverses
To integrate the mixing stack exit velocity over the three-
dimensional velocity surface using only the two traverses
requires making some approximations
:
1. Traverses A and B represent the maximum and minimum
values of the velocity surface respectively.
2. The three-dimensional velocity surface is symmetrical,
i.e. a velocity traverse passing above the other
two primary nozzles, perpendicular to traverse A,




3. The circumferential variation of the velocity
surface is sinusoidal with the maximum and
minimum values at a given radius occurring
at traverses A and B respectively.
The velocity traverse obtained experimentally consists of
discrete points rather than a continuous curve. Each of
these point values of velocity is representative of a
radial element of the velocity traverse of length equal to
the spacing between successive points. The procedure is
to fit a circumferential sinusoidal curve through the
maximum and minimum velocities of traverses A and B
respectively. Then treat this circumferential band as
representing a segment of the velocity surface of incremental
width dr equal to the spacing between the data points and
integrate circumferentially over successive radial elements.
Completion of the integration yields the actual momentum





The determination of the uncertainties in the experi-
mentally determined pressure coefficients, pumping coeffi-
cients and velocity profiles was made using the method
described by Kline and McClintock [17] . The uncertainties
obtained by Ellin [1] using the second order equation
suggested by Kline and McClintock [17] are all applicable
to the experimental work reported herein and are summarized
in the following table.
TABLE XIV
UNCERTAINTY IN MEASURED VALUES
T ± 1 °R
s
T ± 1 °R
P
P ± 0.01 psia
a




± 0.01 in. H
2




(t) ± 0.01 in. H
2
P ± 0.01 in. H oor 2
AP ± 0.20 in. H oor 2
T ± 1 °R
or
T ± 1 °R
a








W*T* U ' H 1.4 %
V/V 2.5 %
avg
('(") The pressure differential across the secondary
flow nozzles, AP , is the major source of
uncertainty in tne pumping coefficient.
(it) The measurement of the total pressure for the
velocity profile is the major source of
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